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Western culture has inhrrited a sense of linear. consecutive, unidirectional per- 
ception that has remained relatively unchallenged in many areas of discourx. Exam- 
plcs of the unilateral nature of communication appear in the typographical conven- 
tions of the printcd page (layout, material surface, physical construction, spacinç) and 
1 imit feedbacli and interaction between the readsr and nnter. TraditionaIIy. the pnnt- 
trainrd reader registers and interprets the mechanics of the page (its top to bonom, 
lsft ro nght ordering. lrft and right justification at the margins. and so on) wvirhout an! 
panicular awreness of them and does not actively engage ui th them as part of a criti- 
cal c\ aluation of the 'tea.' Insiead the rcader habitually sees 'through' thsse elr- 
msnts I signs to the meaning (, referent) beneath. This preoccupation with the xarch 
for a 'meaning' be- yondneath the sign has meant that other aspects of the text have 
been largely disregarded. Yet, for much of this century (and even earlier) some artists 
and cntics have sought to rrans-ss the more traditional literary structures and to 
drau anention to language as a concrete material, in and of itself, and not simply as it 
sen es a referential fûnction. 

Vanous critical theorics dispute acceptrd notions of the semantics and semi- 
otics of language. reader author test rdationships, and traditional mrthods of texmal 
reproduction and transmission, among thern Futurism, Dadaisrn, and Concrete Poetry. 
Some artists engaged entirely new registers of expression. discontented with what the 
predominant means of production, print. afforded them. Within the contest of the 
pagr. Canadian p e t  bp Nichol exploits the propenies and ambiguities of the sign in 
an effort to Frtz the lord  fiom its referential function In much of his work, the sign, 
the individual configurations whch conairute the sign, and the elements which make 
up the pagr, are .abjects‘ to be 'caressed.' 

To undentand Nichol's work calls for a radical approach to the literary text, 
one that dors not rnove hastily beyond the sign to a distant referent but one that re- 
mains poised at the 'surface' of the work. A -reading' of bp Nichol becomes an es- 
ploration of possibilities that include the mechanics of the page, its support surface 
and markings. The kind of literaq attention Nichol invites would se& ro understand 
the graphic signs on the page as more than simply a system pointing to semantic 
'meaning' in the larger world. This thesis undenakes an exploration of the alterna- 
tives. I h o p  that such an exploration wil l  lead to a greater recognition of the role that 
each of the constituent elements of a Nichol text (sigh space, Iayout, material surface. 
physical construction) play in its production. 
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Introduction 

In his book entitled, What H ~ ~ i o s l  I'euchrs, Stephen Scobic States that the 

work of bp Nichol stands at the crossroads of modem culture and humanism, em- 

bracing elements of the linguistic turmoil that still gnps twentieth-century literature 

and poetics: a pst-stmctural critique of language, a de-centering of the authorial '1,' 

and a reinstatement of the reader's rote in the text, among other uphravals. In her 

book entitled, ïhe Futurisc Moment: Avant-Garde, .4 vani Guerre. ml the I,cln~quugc 

(!f'Huptzirc. Ma joie Perloff describes the work of expenmentalists l i k r  bp Nichol as a 

"resurrection" of lost or overlooked traditions of early, experimental modemism that 

explode in what she calls the "futunst moment" (xviii). In his article entitled --An 

ABC of Contemporary Reading," Richard Kostelanetz suggests t hat the sty listic plu- 

ralism of today's poetics results from the plethora of both --artists and artistic activ- 

ity that crosses traditions in every art, not only literature" (37). Such remarks illus- 
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trate how the nature of Nichol's relationship (and the relationship of other exprimen- 

ta1 artists) to literary tradition remains problematic even today. This is due, in part. 

to the range of avant-garde sources and styles to which his work subscribes: collage, 

performance art, sound poetry, radio, theatre, and Song. to name a few. This broad 

exploration of mediums of expression parallels his equally diverse exploration of top- 

ics of expression. As Caroline Bayard observes, Nic ho13 wrîtinç examines a 

"plurality of factors, ethnic. social, institutional, and cultural in defining the relation- 

ship of centre to periphery" (Poetics, 1 14). As such, it is easy for Nichol's vast oeu- 

vre to ovenvhelm because of its diversity and super abundance. However, although 

Nichol embraced nearly every medium of expression imaginable, the touchstonr for 

his work remains the medium of print and so an awareness of the histot-ical and theo- 

retical developments of the witten word opens the door to understanding his remark- 

able range of accomplishments. 

Roy Miki notes that, in Nichol's print-based experiments, "the surface of lan- 

guage is esactly where the depth 1s" (80). Within the context of print. Nichol believed 

that the different visual s i g s  that define form and structure in language are as signifi- 

cant as their semantic function. When the visual signs are acted upon so that thcir re- 

lationship is somehow altered, Nichol believed the message was transformed as well. 

He believed that the relationship behveen language structure and language media 
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(whether print-based, aurai, or visual) can detine structures of meaning in such a way 

as to alter the experience, the interaction, and the expectations of its audience. By il- 

lustrating this in hîs work, Nichol sought to instigate a critical discoune among the 

author, the culture, and the interlocutor of his work. 

To understand NichoI, then, an awareness of the historical and theoretical de- 

velopments of the word, writing and print, becomes fundamental. bp Nichol seemed 

to have an intuitive understanding of the influences of print and witing on human 

consciousness. He revel led in manipulating, diverting, subverting, and convert ing the 

supposed 'noms' of print and its constituent rlements, letters, in his efforts to make 

the reading public aware of pnnt's shaping influence. The Nichol reader, then. must 

understand the 'norms' of wvriting and pnnt, and the changes the medium effected in 

Western culture. in order to fully appreciate Nichol's artistry and genius. This thesis 

begins, therefore. with a chapter that explores the forces that shaped witing and later, 

print. and lefi their irnpress on al1 later human consciousness. This \ d l  lead, hope- 

fully, to a better understanding of an extraordinary artist and self-descrïbed 

"apprentice" to lanpuage whose unit of expression was not Iimited to 'paragraph or 

stanza' but whose work embraced cvhatever "entrantes and exits" (Scobie, 2) it 

needed to effect a communicative act. 
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Chapter One The historical and 
theoretical considerations of print 
and the text 

1 t may be no esaggeration to claim that, more than any other single technology, 4 

writing has altered human consciousness and thought. The long movement from oral 

cultures towards cultures steeped in written technologies produced dramatic changes 

in social and intellectual organizational patterns. Today, these are so deeply ingrained 

in the mind that they seem native and natural to it. Upon closer examination, how- 

cver, we cm determine that features we may have taken for granted in thought and 

literature result from the shaping influence that writing, and even more print, eserts on 

human consciousness as it becomes increasingly literate. The changes in human sensi- 

bility that occur as a culnire incorporates witing technology become apparent in a 

cornparison of early writing patterns, where oral elements still linger, to later witing 

patterns, where literacy has been fully assirnilated, and the w-riting has lost most of its 
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oral elements. For example, late-nineteenth-century tex& invoking a -dear reader,' 

suggest an actively listening audience for whom the material was being prepared (as it 

ofientimes was). By the twentieth century, writing evolved to become a more inde- 

pendent construction of abstract thought, produced without an active consideration of 

its intended audience. This shift instilled the author with a certain indisputable 

authority within the text and reduced the reader to a passive consumer of the text. By 

the late twentieth century, the question of textual authori ty and the reader's role in 

the text, lead to unusual -exposés7 on the part of some experimentalists. For example. 

bp Nichol's text, ( 'rufi Dinnrr ( 1978), announces the existence of an "i'- who at once 

asserts the writer's presence in the text but also denies it because the 3" is "not alive-' 

but "simply these words as they follow one another across this page" ( 1) .  Srnaro 

Kamboureli further suggests the use of a lower-case ' i '  also posits a self that is 

'-conscious of its limitations and relative rnaginality'. ( 15 1 ). Wnting that engages in 

this kind of 'exposC' - of the reader and of the wwiter - illustrates reading prejudices. 

the unconscious assurnptions that accompany the reading act, and the forgotten audi- 

ence that attended early oral engagements. 

That language originates with an "f' and as an oral phenomena is obvious. 

With only extraordinary exception, written language has not existed without tint be- 

inç preceded by an oral diaiect and very few languaçes have been preserved in wwitinç 
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at al!.' According to Walter Ong, the Sumerian culture developed the fint mie script. 

Cuneiform, around 3,500 BC, nearly forty-five thousand years afier the first appear- 

ance of human civilization. Nearly 3,000 more languages have spnîng up around the 

world since then. Barely one hundred of them were ever committed to writing and 

even fewer than that number can boast a forma1 body of literature (Ong, 9). Most 

languages, their onginating cultures, histories and traditions have corne and gone with 

linle trace of their existences. The scrarnble among predominantly oral, Indigenous 

North-Amencan populations today to reclaim their languages, literatures, and cultures 

before the onslaught of written, Western civilization illustrates how quickly and easily 

entire cultures can be eradicated. 

Whatever Jacques Derrida may argue to the contrary, Our current immersion in 

the bwitsen word often blinds us to the secondary position of writing to orality. A 

cunory examination of any early scribal text reveals a dramatic lack of word separa- 

tion, punctuation. and readily recognizable word division between lines. The absence 

of vinually al1 those marks for the written page, which we have developed, suggests 

that originally tests were intended for oral delivery and aura1 consumption and not for 

' A nurnbcr of- Iringuages m c  in Europe that w r c  directly ltnkcd tg thc dc\ clopmcnt and sprcrid cil* 

tï.riting. Among thosc Ilingurigcs rire "Icruned Latin," (Ong. 1 13). Rabbinil Hcbrcw. Classic-cil Ambic. 
Smsknt. and CIi~ssicxt Chincsc. Thcsc wcrc the languagcs th-at wcrc taught by thc pvcming body (in 
Europe. thc Church) in thc whmd systcms. O\.er tirne. rhcy u ~ ~ c  rcduccd rilmost c\cIusivcly to a ivnl -  
tcn scnpt. As tvell, sincc the educ~tlond systcms accommodatcd only boys. thcsc Iiuiguagcs \vcrc dso 
se\-linkcd. 
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the kind of silent, visual scanning to which the late twentieth-century reader is accus- 

tomed. We wi l l  see in later chapters how Nichol sets aside many of those tactics that 

guide silent, visual scanning, to purposely make consumption of the work difticult 

and to awaken the reader to the intrusion ofreading aids in processing the text. For 

example, to punctuate his own argument in Z y d ,  Nicichol eliminates capital letten and 

punctuation: 

languageis or was or has b e n  said before 1 did Say 

once as gertrude did commas are disgusting little things such 

sucks she did did not Say said they do thinçs for you you should 

do for yourself they make you lazy. (39) 

Nonetheless, in spite of the presence of residual oral elements in wvritten texts at least 

as late as the nineteenth century, and the experiments of poetic practitioners like 

Nichol, scholars remained shy of investigations that moved beyond the textual realm 

to include the aural. Partial explanation possibly lies in the recognition that a text can 

easi ly precl ude considerations that imrnediately present themselves in oral study suc h 

as author, audience, and the context of delivery. Further explanation may lie with the 

definition of what 'literature' means: in contemporary society, literature ofien in- 

cludes only wri tten, imaginative language. 

Walter Ong offen yet another explanation. Ong suçgests that the exclusion of 

certain elements From literary investigations results from our contemporary under- 
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standing of what it means to 'study. ' According to Ong, the concept of 'study' anses 

from within literate cultures. Oral cultures do not 'study' as such. The! may have a 

large body of accumulated knowledge but extended linear anal y sis remains the domai n 

of literates, an off-shoot of the invention of writing itself. Ong persuasively argues 

that the linear, abstract, and cumulative nature of analysis is an extension of the tech- 

nology of written expression and cannot exist without it. But speech and oral pat- 

teming are neither linear nor cumulative, and so, are inamenable to such scrutiny. For 

one thing, as Walter Ong observes, utterances (which is to say aura1 'outenngs'), are 

entirely ephemeral: "when I pronounce the word 'permanence', by the time 1 get to 

the '-nence', the 'perma-' is gone" (32). In effect, verbal utterances eiude the frarning 

and k U n g  to which writing relegates words on the page. For there is a difference in 

the pluce of understanding the written and the oral (verbal utterances exist in the realm 

of sound; writing exists in the realm of vision) that changes both how one thinks and 

how that thinking expresses itsele In Lzteracy zn Tradimnol Socretres f 1968), Jack 

Goody diagnoses some of the mental and social changes that accompany the advent of 

witing. But it was the work of Milman Parry on the text of the Ilrcid and the 0 ~ v . w -  

that first awakened the scholarly world to the contrasts in oral and \r-rÏnrn modes of 

thought and expression. In his research, Parry demonstrated the need to consider 
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writing as a distinctly different use of language, profoundly distinguished from 

speech. 

Parry established several distinguishing characteristics for oral composition 

and verbal transmission. His oral-formulait theoiy outlines characteristics peculiar to 

oral transmission, as he observed them implemented in the Homeric verses, that in- 

cl ude essential formuiaic structures, rhythmic patterns. al1 i terations, assonances. re- 

dundancies, and mixtures of language foms (archaic, dialectical, ani ficial). L inear pro- 

gression and a unique, corn piex development of thought and form, admired in \Minen 

formulations, do not occur in oral processes. They often favour instead, as Parry dis- 

covered, idea 'clustering,' formula, redundancy, and structural simplicity. Walter Ong 

later sugpsts that the kind of structunnç required to retain information orally, roots 

itself dçeply in the consciousness. According to Ong, the structuring becomes so 

"incessant" to the oral mind that it forms "the substance of thought itself' ( 3 5 ) .  For- 

mulas, strong rhythmic patterns, even body gestures (breathing and movement) rein- 

force oral memoq. As a culture becornes increasinçly literate. these merno? aids of- 

ten becorne cumbersome and unnecessary, at times even cornical or possibly offen- 

sive. The culture beçins to shed its oral habits and to replace them with habits of 

witten expression. Even though western culture has but Iately immened itself in a 

written tradition, these habits are already strong. Caroline Bayard. in her examination 
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of the work of several avante-garde wnters, including Nichol-s, whose work attempts 

to subvert the usual '-readinç order" adopted by the reader, questions whether the po- 

a.'s "halting quality, the brokenness of the metrics, can resist the etrects of time 

and habit" (Poetics. 68). Still, in the play beiween oral and writîen espression, that 

such poetic experiments invite, and in the process of discarding the old and bringing in 

the new, the charactenstics of both modes of expression do reveal themselvrs. In later 

chapters, we will see how Nichol reintroduces qualities of unorthodox expression - 

panicularly oral and graphic elements - in part to bring to the reader's attention their 

vinual absence from contemporary tem. 

The act of committing words to paper largely reduces words to a 

visual component, de-contextualized and isolated from the external world. 

Even the 'voice' a reader may create exists within the reader's mind, sitent 

to al1 but the reader. The charactenstics of separateness and detachment 

that are peculiar to pnnt eventually lodge themselves in the individuals 

who are bom to, and raised within, a Iiterate culture. WiIIiarn Cobbett, a 

Saxon visiting America in the late eighteenth centuq, wrote, in a revealing 

moment, of the detachment and Iogic he observed in Arnericans anributes 

he put down to their book culture: 
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They have al1 been reuders from their youth up. . . they alwavs 

heur with patience. I do not know that 1 ever heard a native 

Amencan intermpt another man while he was speaking. The[?] . . 

- [are] . . . sedute and ml . . . [have] . . . a drliber~tcr manner in 

which they Say and do every thing, and . . . [have a] . . . slownrss 

and rrservr wi th whic h they express their assent. ( McL uhan. 1 7 1 ) 

Cobbett accurately observed the interiorization of print technolog and its effect in 

shaping a new kind of consciousness. 

Walter Ong made more observations on the effects of witing on human con- 

sciousness when he interviewed individuals from cultures that remained relatively un- 

touched by the spread of print technology. Walter Ong found that these individuals 

experïenced difficulty with self-analysis. One man responded as follows to Ong's 

invitation to describe his character: "What can I say about rny own heart? How can 1 

talk about rny character? Ask others; they can tell you about me. 1 myself can't say 

anythinç" ( 5 5 ) -  Ong suggests that the ability to express one's thoughts, feelings, and 

expenences in writing creates a detachment that allows introspection, including self- 

reflection of the kind the man could not entertain. Writing enables the juxtaposition of 

the seif to the extemal world and in relationship to itself 

Elizabeth Eisenstein's work, ï'he I'rinting Press As An Agent r!f '( 'hunge 

( 1 979). makes it clear how far-reachine and diverse the effects of pnnt have been. In 

the age of scribes, when the production of texts \vas time-consuming and labour- 
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intensive. the body of written knowledge had to be carefdly protected against damage 

and loss. This encouraged a kind of intellectual 'looking-backward' in scholars who 

remained intent upon preserving existing colkctions. By contrast. print, in its ability 

to produce multiple, accurate copies of information reiatively quickly and cheaply. 

freed scholars from this pre-occupation, to expend more energy on exploration and 

investigation. The new ability to readily collect, produce, and then correct data in 

later editions brought a whirlwind of activity in a vast range of disciplines. For exam- 

ple, in a seventy-five year period from 1675 to 1750 Europeans were inundated wth 

more than thirty different editions of encyclopedias (Eisenstein, 4). The impact of 

the printing press in Europe is profoundly, visually sumrned in the engraved frontis- 

piece of Prosper Marc band- s The Press Ikcendingfrom the Fiemens ( See Figure 

I .  I ). In this fiontispiece, angels descend fiom the skies carrying the printing press to 

bestow it on reliçious and civic mlen respectfully waiting below. 

Perhaps these enthusiasts might have tempered their zeal if they had known 

what was to accompany the new machine. n ie  printing press is an invention thar 

blocked spaced, and locked each word into space as a discrete unit: 'ap-' became a 

nonsensical consideration without '-ple' to complete it. As discrete units. thrn. 

words could be moved and manipulated, visual objects situated in a detined space. 

The positioning, composition, and distribution of words al1 derive frorn the power of 
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the print world. This kind of control over the word, as it exisü as a discrete unit, also 

lends it a sense of inevitability, finality, and insistence. As Walter Ong notes. "Print 

situates words in space more relentlessIy than writing ever did Writing moves words 

from the sound world to a world of visual space, but print locks words into position 

in this space. Control of this space is everything" (67). The creation ofa book which 

can be drawn and depended upon to deliver up, consistently and insistently, the same 

version each time it is printed, further contributes to the reification of the word and to 

the perceived degree of its truth and dependability when it expresses itself in ptint. 

(Nichol books make repeated challenges to the reification that accompanies a printed 

publication; later chapters illustrate how he manipulates and subvens traditional tex- 

tuai elements in order to ' free' to book.) 

In addition to promoting the acceptance of words as units. the increasing regi- 

rnentation of a pnnted text and the layout of the print on the printed page, also influ- 

enced how the page would be interpreted and read. Panicular uses of space on the 

top, bottom and sides of a page, the space between individual words and lines, and the 

placement of headings. footings, or sub-titles have corne to be included as part of the 

inscribed meaning within a text. For instance, a break in a continuous line of print, 

indicated either by a horizontal gap in white space or perhaps by a vertical gap in the 

lefi marçin, signais that a change in text follows. The placement of a line of print that 
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is rnarked off (whether capitalized, bolded, or italicized) also cues the reader for some 

kind ofchange in textual flow. In the musical score, Chver, Nichol utilizes white 

spaces set between the letten that begin the poem as indicative of a specific rhythm 

that the -reader' must interpret. White spacing which follows particular letters indi- 

cates the amount of time that the reader's voice should give to them. Lines paired 

closely togerher function virtually as stanzas, while isolated letter units operate 

within a wider time structure. Caroline Bayard observes that Nichol employs both 

the ten  and its layout as "visual indicaton" (Poetics, 169) that the reader must em- 

ploy concurrently to interpret the piece. These kinds of visual cues: particularly in 

their extreme application in the above poern, stand in contrast to early manuscript 

w-iting which at times seemed unconcemed with the visual impact, or coding, of 

words on the page. 

The title page of Thomas Elyot's The Roke .Vurned the (hvernour suffices as 

an example. In it, the title arbitrarily employs two + 

THE 
types of print and rwo sizes of lettering, and visually II 

word, THE.'  in bizarre oddin to print-based readers 
II 

'mns into' the author's name, al1 of which malie it dif- 

ficult to distinguish the title of the book. The first 

is by far the largest prïnted word on the title page and 'Named' is split between two 

Boke &Z 

MCJ //c CQoanv~~ 
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lines as 'N A -' and 'nies (1  have attempted here to mimic the change in print size and 

style). The vertical arrangement of the title employs progressively smaller type and 

arbitrarily divides the words up to make an aesthetically pleasing arrangement. The 

arrangement. however, makes the title nearl y impossible to read. Walter Ong suggests 

that the lack of concem for ease in reading the title reflects a mind that iç oriented to- 

wards sound, not sight. The conternporary mind's difficulty in interpreting the title 

page illustrates how visuai we have becorne and the extent to which we perceive 

words as discrete unis: an orientation bom from a culture that is deeply immersed in 

pint practices. In Our Spoken Lunpuge, author A. Lloyd James rernarks on the ex- 

tent of that conditioning: 

Sounds and sight, speech and pnnt, eye and ear have nothing in 

cornmon. The human brain h a .  done nothing that compares in 

comp\exity wlth this fusion of ideas involved in linking up the two 

forms of languagr. But the result of the fusion is that once it is 

achieved in Our early yean, we are forever after unable to think 

clearly, independently and surely about any one aspect of the mat- 

ter. We cannot think of sounds without thinking of letters; we be- 

lieve letters have sounds. We think that the printed page is a pic- 

ture of what we Say, and that the mysterious thing called "spelIing" 

is sacred. . . The invention of printing broadcast the printed lan- 

juage and gave to print a degree of authority that it has never lost. 

(James. 39) 
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The authority of pnnt also encourages a sense of closure on its subject matter as 

though what is discovered between the coven of a book is complete and final. 

The print on any individual page reinforces this sense of finality. Pages, in 

prose at Ieast. are commonly filled up, reducing blank spaces to a minimum, ofien in 

justified lefi and nght margins. There is a sense of holding the reader at a distance by 

this filling-up of the page; the reader can examine the text, but there is no obvious or 

easy visual way 'in' to the work, no way to pierce the rigid composition that marks a 

page. More tel ling, perhaps, is the consequence that, regardless of a disagreement 

with the te* no amount of argument can alter the print; it remains imrnutable and ir- 

refutable. Further, the ongoing dominance of the written text and the march of print 

remains inexorable. %y the twentieth century, Western print culture at Ieast, had in- 

herited a sense of perception that was linear, uni-directional and cumulative. Further. 

as print technolog became ever more uniform, exact and widespread, print-s irnpress 

on the mind faded further into the unconscious, where it operated virtually as an act 

of nature, a sign of the way things 'are.' The reader increasingly tended to disregard 

the material presence of the text itself and to look r h u g h  the words to a perceived 

meaning h q v m i  the text. 

Nichol's work, as we shall soon see. attempts t a  unseat this apparent oblivion 

to the text's material nature. Nichol remains acuteiy aware that litttrature occurs as a 
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direct function of its physical existence in a book or earlier, manuscript format or, 

certainly, any physical format it may take on. In his own writing, Nichol exploited the 

often overlooked consideration that literature grows fiorn its inception from a set of 

writfen texts primai in books. But, historically, the study of literature directed linle 

attention to its technological and material roots. 

Historical circumstances and philosophical paradigms contributed to this 

blindness. Up unti l the nineteenth century (and even later), scholars largely 1 imited 

themselves to an exploration of the historical evolution and referential function of lan- 

guage rather than the material and physical nature of its presentation. The Aristote- 

lian premise of the subordination of art in its physical manifestations (whether litera- 

ture, music, dance, theatre, or film) to the rules of imitation, representation and refer- 

ence, further contributed to a concentration on the historical and referential aspects of 

the text. 

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, however, technology and 

philosophy came together to cause a dramatic paradigm shift in the current perception 

of language. Innovations in nineteenth-century typography foregrounded pnnt's for- 

çoaen matenal roots, and the founding premise of modernism in the twentieth century 

introduced art (including literature), as an autonomous and self-reflexive entity. As a 

result, scholan beçan to examine the visual impact of letter design and sty listic 
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c hoices. Stéphane Mal lamé's work, Un < i>up de L.&, remains a touc hstone of both 

hiaorical and aesthetic reference for virtually al1 later poetry which later experimented 

with material aspects of the page. But, while pets and artistic practitioners played 

with the matenality of the text, scholars remained reluctant to fully engage the issues 

that were raised by such textual production. 

At least two explanations proffer themselves for this seeming lack of atten- 

tion: the established physical dimensions of the page and the book itsel f ,  and the pro- 

found shaping that writing effected on the unconscious rnind. The book cames a par- 

ticular stability and weight. In its physically separate casing (its bound coven) the 

book effectively removes itself from the ordinary circuit of comm unication, demand- 

inç a singular consideration limited to its enclosed pages. As a result, the book instills 

itself with a peculiar authority. The assimilation of the technology of writing to the 

subconscious mind has had profound metaphysical implications (as A. Lloyd James. 

Walter Ong, and Jack Goody note). Notions of tmth, reality, and perception are inex- 

tricably bound up with the technology of producinç the printed word. Until modem- 

km focused attention on the forma1 means of production in literature and the visual 

arts, the primary condition of the materiality of fom went relatively unrecognized. 

Modernism - in its ideation of works of art as autonomous, self-conscious and self- 
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retlexive - openrd the door to a conception of the matenal nature of te.- and its abil- 

ity to shape and influence 'meaning. ' 

Ferdinand de Saussure has been influential in his breaking up of Ianguage into 

two distinct, but ine~t~cably  linked, realms - the material sign (signifier) and the con- 

ceptual component (signified). To be sure Saussure (and Iater theorists) did not assign 

to the matenal nature of the text the role that was carved out for it latw by experimen- 

talists such as Dadaists, Performance Artists, or Concrete Poets. But, in acknowl- 

edging the materiality of writing as distinct frorn the meaning it was attempting to 

convey. he has helped us to see the physical workings of language: 

Language and writing are two distinct systems of signs: the second 

rxists for the sole purpose of representing the first. The linguistic 

object is not both the witten and the spoken forms of words: the 

spoken foms alone constitute the object. But the spoken word is 

so intimately bound to its wvritten image that the latter manages to 

usurp the main rolc. People attach even more importance to the 

wn.tten image of a vocal siçn than to the s i ~ g  iiuelf. (Saussure? 1 3 )  

The critical point for this discussion lies in Saussure's distinction between the signi- 

fier and signifisd (even if Saussure intended this to be only a theoretical, and not a 

practical. division). In the deconstruction of the sign into two independent, but 

linked, elements. Saussure established a way to examine the signifier. and laid a 
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groundwork for later investigations of formalist poetics and linguistics, and in tum, 

the foregrounding of the conventions of prim thernselves. 

Two later developments in linguistic theory further affected our understanding 

of the materialily of w"nen productions: first, the (primarily) Formalist investiga- 

tions into the nature of poetic language (influenced by, and parailel to, the poetic and 

avant-garde activities taking place in the early half of the twentieth century ): and sec- 

ond, an increasingly refined and sophisticated understanding of the division between 

signified and signifier. By the early twemieth centuv theonsts recognized that there 

were no hard and fast critena by which to readily distinguish poetic uses of language 

from the language of dail y discoune. One of the founding memben of the Prague Lin- 

guistic Circle ( 1926), Roman Jakobson, proposed the alternative notion that in poetic 

fom "language is perceived in itself and not as a transparent or transitive rnediator of 

something else" (29). Jakobson developed this idea further in W h t  is Poefry ( 19243, 

where he wote the followîng: 

Poetry is present when a word is felt as a word and not a mere rep- 

resentation of the object beinç named or an outburst of emotion, 

when words and their composition, their meaning, their extemal 

and intemal fom acquire a weight and value of their owvn instead of 

referring indifferentiy to reality. (29) 
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This statement implicitly acknowledges the materiality of language and its physical 

presence and nature. Yuri Vettnisicy's related article, Somr ilspe.crs of'& Picturial 

S i p  ( 1973, presses the point that the matenality of the signifier is more than merely 

a vehicle forAowards meaning: -'the rnateriality of the signifier affects considerably 

the specific way in which the picture conveys meaning." Jacques Derrida in M'rfrjng 

undD~fferencr further establishes the materiality of the signifier if oniy by establish- 

ing the -absencea that witing embodies, the statement which is not present, the 

speaker who is absent, and the conte- of the utterance which is missing. Further, 

Demda demonstrates, through the actions of, for example, metonymy and metaphor, 

that an eternal play of differences occurs in written language. With this kind of 

'play,' rneaning cannot be ' fixed' in a te.ut. 

These kinds of l i t e q  investigations, alongside eqxrimentations of pets and 

artisü, increasingly pointed to the importance of the materiality of the signifier in the 

formulation of meaning. Still, attention to this materiality was articulated more by 

pets  and practitioners than by scholars. Scholars, for the most part, maintained a 

curious reluctance to abandon the authonty of representational language and to ex- 

plore the influence that language's very materiality and means of production play in 

the creation of meaning in the text. Although investigators Iike Saussure, Jakobson, 

and Demda ascribed to the materiality of the signifier a particular literary charge, they 
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only stood at the brink of ascribing to the materiality of the text its ability to actually 

shape and produce meaning. Their investigations and separations of the signifier and 

si p i  fied were intended primanly for theoretical consideration. I t was other, avant- 

garde movements which pushed such theoreticaI propositions to their practical, ap- 

plied Iirnits and implemented them in actual expression. 

It is with those pets and practitioners that we can locate bp Nichol and his 

work, and it is to bp Nichol that we now tum. The work of bp Nichol grounds itself 

in both the rnodemist position of the autonomous and self-reflexive nature of a work 

of art and in the postmodernist position of its extreme non-representational nature. 

According to Stephen Scobie, the work of bp Nichol stands at the --crossroads of 

modem culture," where the common concem is for language, as Scobie remarks. 

"whether it is regarded as a stable entity - a tool, a raw material - or as a completely 

unstable one - an endlessly shifting play of difference" (9). Whereas conventional 

reading habits direct the reader towards a distant referent, the work of bp Nichol ofien 

remains at the -surface' of the text, focused on the signifier and the various matenal 

elements that contribute to the production of rneaning. Bp Nichol's trxts ma! or ma! 

not reveal a phenomenological stance, but they are what they pressnt as rnuch as what 

they re-present. The 'words' that bp Nichol employs ofien refuse the represrntative 

positions within which they are traditionally ascribed and present themselves first 
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and foremost as material entities. As such, the work of bp Nichol often constructs 

'meaning' by foregrounding the materiality of the sign and insisting on an acceptance 

of the word as an absolute and self-contained entity in itself, in an effort to free the 

wora in varying degrees, from its referential function. In much of Nichol's work, the 

sign, the individual configurations which constitute the sign, and the elements which 

make up the page, are, in his words, '-objects" to be "caressed" (Book-machine). In 

this focus on the materiality of language Nichol pushes the separation of the two ele- 

ments of the sign beyond the scope first conceived by Saussure and others. 

To understand Nichol's work, then, calls for a radical approach to the literary 

text, one that does not move hastily beyond the sign to a distant referent but one that 

remains poised at the 'surface* of the work, as a f'rst layer experience in which each 

word is grasped as a potential syntax. Largely freed from their referential function, 

letten and words become increasingly visual. A -reading7 of bp Nichol becomes an 

"exploration of possibilities," possibilities that include the mechanics of the page, its 

support surface and markîngs. The kind of literary attention Nichol invites would ask 

us to understand the graphic signs on the page as more than sirnply a system pointing 

to semantic 'meaning' in the larger worid. 

Vanous cntics, notably Steve McCaffery and Stephen Scobie, have carefully 

studied the visual (alphabetic, iconic, graphic) elements of Nichol's texts in a search of 
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their 'meaning.' I will begin with a consideration of the graphic elernents found in the 

work of bp Nichol, including iconic and alphabetic representations, and examine them 

primarily fiom the perspective of their physically tangible qualities in an effort to un- 

derstand how ihose properties shape teaual meaning. 
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Chapter Two Graphic elements, 
including iconic and alphabetic 
elemen ts 

According to Brian Henderson, the habitua] use of language io point towards 

thinçs and ideas that ostensibly exist outside or beyond language "obscures the mo- 

ment of immediate experience that language itself presents: the moment of origination. 

the creative namin2 of itself' ( 1 ). bp Nichol is also well aware of the supposed tnns- 

parency of language. what he cal 1s the "unself-conscious passage" that languay e ofien 

undertakes --through lords into events or messages outside them" ( Report 2 : Narra- 

rive. 77). But Nichol coinmonly prefers to reintroduce the 'moment' of language's 

ongin by foregrounding the elements that give text presencr: the sizr. shaprt. and col- 

our of the page. the weights and shapes of letters. and various othcr graphie cleincntr 

. 
Eve- tr!a necessarily inciudes these components but bp Nichol places a pnnicular 

ernphasis on the \ isual and physical elements in an effort to show the rcadcr rhc rrc- 



mendous influence of physical resourcrs in the shaping of meaning. Within such con- 

texts, in which al1 contributing signfiers - the page, the lenen. the colours, rven the 

srnell- potenttally emphasize a unique and separate siçnifyine cvent. the wwiter and 

the reader mut  engage in an especially interactive relationship to produce meaning.. 

For bp Nichol. writing can never be a set code that is handed d o m  to the reader: 

rather, writing for him is a field of aciivity where the reader takes on a "productive 

role" (Prose, 85) in order to mobilize significations. As much as this field of activity 

allows both wvnters and readers to alternately shifi their positions fiom "centrality to 

transition," a shifi also occun in understanding at the level of the word itself where. as 

Nichol States, rvey  word functions "as both form and content of itsrlf. Each word 

can signiQ through its insuiar insistence." 

Nichol believed that the shifts in readedwriter positions and onrs that wodd 

point towvards understanding the potential sipniiïcance of materials that constitute the 

text. would requirr 'à long period ofemphasis on syntax, the single iwrd and the rela- 

tionships between words when liberated from older modes and genres" ( Prose, 75). 

Accordinç to Nichol, this engagement would result in a restructuring ofverbal rrla- 

tionships in syntas, within the word, and among words along vanous Iines üsinç 

syntactic models horrowed from nther systems. or by inventin- ne\\ ones" (Prose. 

76). Thus, normative readinç patterns and traditional rcferential mwnings would bt: 
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systematicallv undermined. According to Steve McCatTery, whot rcsults is '-an es- 

Figure 2.1 Had I but word enough and tirne 

ploration of possibilities - sonic, lexic, a d o r  iconic" (Notes, 47). and a transfonna- 

tion in what a "reading" of poetry actually entails. In Nichol, the word at times is so 

radically reduced that the resultinç composition c m  only be considsrrd as an inde- 

pendent iconic construct without imrnediate referential capability. 3s Fisure 2.1 _ 
abovè. i l  1 ustrates 

As a gnphic 'ciploraiion,' Hud I htrr v.o,ï/ ~vtozd.qh tind riurr*.  nnernprs to 

presrnt 'rradinç' as a kind «f"sceing,' in echo of'Pound's rinrlier hieroglyphic In- 

vestigations I t  is dilficult. if not impossible. to imposc alphabctic or other rcfcr- 

cntinl ordcr o n  tliis grapliic to intcrpret it: the construction must be visurtll! per- 
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ceived and undentood wi thout (at least initial IV) employinç referenr i d  l i  nguistic 

processes. 

bp Nichol's .AH( ': The Aleph Bcrh Book serves as a well-known example 

of using letten of the alphabet as individual constructs. In ABC, Nichol presents 

individual letters in such a way that the reader cornes to recognize the capacity of 

each letter as an individually constructed element, rather than its usual perception 

as a part of a grouping of CO-dependent elements employed to create tords. In 

this book. as well, Nichol challenges western readers' assumptions conceming 

both poetic construction and readerly consumption of the poetic test by juxta- 

posing a poetry manifesto that relates the death of traditional pet? to the de- 

construction of the alphabet itself 

Both the book's title, ARC': The .4/cp/7 Heth Book, and its physical con- 

struction, recall a child's book of ABCs. None of its pages is numkred, as though 

the author remembcrs thar a child who cannor read likely also cannot count. The 

bright. red book msasures just 5" x 5" with a childlike, cardboard hard cover that 

presents its titlr in bold. rasy-to-read print. The pages are of thick and durable 

construction, protected with a plastic-like coating (reminiscent of the practice of 

covenng pages to protect thrm from a child's stick- fin_éers). The size of the 

pages makes them both easv to tum and ditficult to tear ( possibiy to accommo- 
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date a chi Id3 wayward iingen). Each page contains a clearl y drmarcated inner 

frame in heavy black ink that is set approximately one-half inch into the page. 

Each page presents only one letter of the alphabet, centrrd ni thin a thin black 

frame. and one sentence of the manifesto, running around the outsidr of the frame. 

in a sirnplistic rendering of text that one might expect to End in a child's primer. 

However. the initial cues that this book is a child's primer are quickly and then 

constantly disrupted. So are the reader's attempts to accumulate other cues to 

consmct a different 'meaning.' As Nichol's ABC overtums conventional assump- 

tions about ' ABCs,' the reader begins to revise (or at least to reconsidrr) the tradi- 

tional function of the alphabet in the construction of words that create meaning 

The inclusion of a poetry manifesto on the first and last pages acts as a 

framing device for the alphabet itself Fragments of the samr manifesto. threading 

throughout the ABCs of the text, and the fragmented letter-like elements in the 

text. suggrst that the alphabet used to construct the poem is shattrrrd. Two texts 

result: the test of the manifesto semantically stating that "poetry is dcad," and 

the test of the alphabet, deconstructing and reconstructinç itself The fragments of 

manifesto and alphabet, found within the text, must be newly and continuail! 

constmcted b' an intervention (and invention) on the part of the rcadrtr. In sffect. 

the test is auto-rekrential, and, less imrnediatcly, intertextual as wll In it, the al- 



phabet itself dynamically serves as a text, drawn upon both to constnict the 

words of the manifesto but also subject to the declaration of the manifesto. 

The manifesto declares itself fieed from the -'artificiaI boundaries" that 

"we have placed on the poem." One of those boundaries is the alphabet, the very 

alphabet upon which ABC so dramatically depends. The employment of capital 

letters to deconstruct the alphabet in the text proper. and at the samr tirne the use 

of capital letters in the construction of a poetry rnanifesto that semantically de- 

cries thrir use, dismantles (or, at least, ironically interrogates) "boundaries be- 

tween ourselves & the poem" and enables the poem to "live again" (Maniksto. 

pages unnurnbered). 

Ln part, Nichol undertakes a search for the 'ongin' of meaning through an 

explo- siodration of the smal lest unit of meaning, the letter. The sub-title? ïhc 

Aleph Helh Book, contradicts the initial visuai impression that this is  a child's 

primer ( the book is bright l y coloured, block-lettered, c hild-sized). Cn tic Stcvc 

McCafFery suggests that the Hebrrw words/leners --aleph beth" recall the 

"cabbala" in its "exploration or rediscovery, in the very lenen of the I lebrew al- 

phabet, of the divine crrative function iost since thc Fall" ( McCaKcp.. 47) 

Nichol invites us to a similar rrdiscovrry in our own alphaber. By psiaposing the 

'('CStS manifesto next to its constitutive elements - the alphabet letters - Nichol sus, 
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that to rediscovsr poetry and Our own "divine creativr function," wr: must return 

to the fundamental creative construct of language. the individuai letter. The rnani- 

festo. and Nich013 entire argument, appear below. 

P O E T R . ~  B E I N C  A T  r; D E L D  E N D  P O ~ : T R T  1 s  
D S A D .  K A V I U G  A C C E P T E D  T H ~ S  F L C T  u s  A R E  
T R G E  T O  L I V E  T B &  P O E H .  H K V r H G  F R E E U  
T E E  P O E H  F R O W  T H E  b E C E Z S i T Y  T O  D E  T K F  
p o r n  r :  n o w  c o a s r r : - r ~ r  ~ , i r ~ ~ i x i ; c  1 1 1  

O U R  L I V E S .  U E A T  E A S  s ; = ~ : i r  c o ; : ; r r ~ ! t  ? I L L  
I S O U  C A V E  B B E 1 4  T E E  A C L  G C U : : D r a I Z i  
U E  B A V E  P L A C E D  01; T H E  r a z : : .  J E  r r x v ~  
P L A C E D  T E E  P O E H  E E Y 0 3 D  O U . t i Z L V E ;  B I  
P U T T I ? G  A S i T f F f C I A L  B O U O S i R I i S  B E T J r f l I  
O u R s E L v & s  t T U E  P O E H .  ' d E  M U S T  P U T  T i i E  
P O E U  r~ O U R  ~ r v ~ s  E I Y  F R E E I X G  r r  F X O N  
T R E  ~ ~ E C E S S I T T  T O  B E .  W E  n u i r  B E  T O  F R L E  
O U R S E L V E S   PRO^ T H E  H E C E S S I T Y  O F  P L A C X Y G  
B O U I D A R I E S  B E T Y E E P  O U R S E L V E S  b T H E  P O E H .  
T H E  P O E H  W I L L  L X V E  A G A ~ N  W E E S  W E  A C C E P T  
F I N A L L K  T E E  F A C T  O F  T I I E  P O E H * S  D E A T K .  

7 

Figure 2.2 Mani festo 
Stephen Scobie observes that a portion of this manifesto repents itself on 

each page of the book "as a 

ninning marginal commrn- 

tary on a series oT twrnty- 

sis letter-drawings. sach of 

which presents a multiple- 

esposure of a letter of the 

alphabet" (47). Figure 2.3 

(right) illustratss the justa- 

position of a portion of the rr 



where a lener appean to shape itself (Figure 2.3, above), tve suspect an A lies on 

the page. but the shape. overlaving itsel f repeatedly , obliterates itself so csten- 

sively that it virtually becomes a self-referential construction. 

Readcrly expectation that this is an A estabiishes itself through certain 

cues: the title of the book is ABC (albeit deconstructed by the words "aleph 

beth" in the sub-title): and the positioning of a graphic. resemblinç in points. an 

'A' at the outset is the reader's first encounter tvithin the text afier the manifesto 

(as in children's books the letter A appears first). Finally. because of the first two 

cues, the reader begins to anticipate an A on the opening page. ( We do, in fact. 

'know' that this first figure originated as a letter from Nichol's own discussion: "1 

was exploring letter overlays. 1 was interested in the play of the light through the 

letters and what happened to the form of a letter when it overlapped wvith itself' 

(Out-Posts, X ) . )  The lener itself appears within a black frame on the page (more 

on thts later). 

The cornmentan.. "poetry being at a dead end p e t "  (ABC), runs across 

the very top of the page wherr the presumcd .l appears (See Figure 2.3)- but the 

commenta? runs outside the inner black frame on the page. Because i t  remains 

outside the frams. the cornnientan. appears to refuse to acknowledgr or to p n w  
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lege the ieîter contained within the fiame. But the mani festo's tirst line also vto- 

lates the frarne of the page. 

The manifesto neither begins at the left-hand side nor aliçns itself venically 

with the inner frame. The line drops off the page's right-hand side. iraving an ap- 

parently incomplete word and disrupting accepted notions of 'white space' on 

that side. Subsequent pages pick up on the manifesto, although not nrcessarily at 

the point where the manifesto leaves off (referentially or vis~ally ) on the previous 

page. The almost arbitrary appearance and disappearance of the manifesto, out- 

side the inner black frame of the page, and often outside the frame of the page 

proper, gives the odd sensation that another, inaccessible reality esists beyond the 

frame of the page. 

On other pages, the manifesto also nins vertically on the nght or left sides 

of the marsin. or on the top or bottom of the page, or. in other variations, faces ei- 

ther in. out, up, or do~vn. The changinç positions of the words engage a process 

of breaking free of boundanes that, in conventionai uses of the page. threaten to 

fnme and frerze. Nichol's creative use of typography makes an unequivocal 

statement about the restrictive nature of Ianguage, beçinning with i ts smal lest rie- 

ment. the alphabet. By repeatediy estabitshing. then smashing, the reader's pre- 



conceived notions about the leaen of the alphabet as a basis to language. Nichol 

drives the point unerringly home. 

The book3 final page re-states the manifesto in a construction parailel to 

that on the first page: howevrr, the body of the text here is crammrd towards the 

bottom (rather than the top) of the imposed inner black frame. As a result. A M  ' 

sandwiches a drconstructed alphabet between a declaration of the poem 's demise - 

"we accept hnally the fact of the poem-s death" - that urges the reader to break 

down the 'arti ficial boundarïes between ourselves and the poem" ( Manifesto). As 

accepted strateçies of reading and perceiving deteriorate, we corne to undentand 

the letter as an "originating function" and perceive that "creation is a perpetual 

act" (Henderson. 19). The commentary 's argument that "the fact of the poem's 

death" frees us "to live the poem" (Manifesto) suggests that Nichol is explonnp 

new possibilitiss of the poem and that he invites us  to accompany him in this 

quest. 

In an early exploration of the dificulties of language translation. bp Nichol 

and CO-composer Steve McCaffery sought to access a "non-verbal pragmatic sign 

formula" in ordrr to "by-pass" the need for translation" by "utilizing such shapes 

and non-verbal slements as possess masimum semantic' possi bili tics" i Translation. 

84). AH( ' is  an early exploration of how to move towards non-verbal altemlitives. 
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al though its material springs from semantic constructions. Some of bp Nichol 's 

most exciting explorations of iconic expression (which we will explore Inter) corne 

elsewhere in his radical transformations and expansions of the alphabet. as mani- 

fested in his leaer drawings in Love: a book of'rem~.mhrunces. The trxt of .dB( ' 

utilizes some wcrds, sentence structures, and paragraph structures in the fonn of a 

statement to make its own statement (and even it, in tum, is continually chal- 

lenged and overturned!); Love: a book of remembrunces departs from a depend- 

ence on any ordinary use of languaçe to constnict meaninç almost esclusively from 

letten employed as self-presenting icons. The shili from letters as representative 

of pre-constnicted thought, to visual configurations that must be indrpendently 

considered begins in the first chapter, "Ghosts." 

"Ghosts" consists of several letters copied from gravestones by the utili- 

zation of a -rubbingY technique that transfers only the edçes and raiscd portions of 

the lenrr to the paper. Because of the rnethod of copying. some of the lencrs in 

"Ghosts," which at fint are clearly discemible - among them. A l  and 1.. and possi- 

bly O and K - by the end of chapter one disappear under the cffrcts of t he  nibbing 

process. The process suçgests that what esists on the page 1s always only a copy 

or re-prrsentation of the letter, but nevrr its realit!.. ~ h e  lrners are but a ghostly 

impression and, we see, even that spectre cm b r  lost in the process ol'reproduc- 



tion. There is a play on a Demdean concept of difference in the progressive dete- 

noration of letten throuçhout the chapter. The g hostl y leners rernain clusive. 

lacking in definition. 

The idea of absence, again reminiscent of Derridian lan_guaçe t heory . is ex- 

plored further in Nichol's chapter two, "Frames." "Frames" plass with ideas of 

king, reality, fiction, and the paradoxicai ideas of inside and outsidr. In chapter 

one. the letiers' images appear as a shadowy memory of their former existences. 

In chapter two, the written word and visuai image aruggle with cach other for 

primacy and sornetimes appear to engage in a banle to negate eac h ot her's visual 

and verbal existences. Some frames are more clearly linguistic and deconstructive, 

callingattention to what the actual frames do and how such visuai s i g s  can con- 

trol our 'reading' of them. All the frames, simply by their appearance in a book, 

cal1 into question our conventional notions of what happens ihere. 

As an esample, the 

hand-drawn frams of /;krrnc 4 

depicted hrrr appçars to be a 

last line of defensr. stniggling to 

keep the word. -outside.' from 

trespassing on the visual space 

of the frame The emptiness 

within thc h m r  suggests tkat Figure 2 4 Franitt 4 
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that the graphic images, defeated, have fled before the imminence of a wnnen on- 

slauçht, have thernselves become 'outside. ' B y 10, lexical expressions en- 

ter into the hand-drawn frarne and entirely displace graphic images. as thouçh 

written words have success- 

fulIy violated the inner frame 

to overtake visual space. But 

the question remains: what is 

'outside'? The conflit be- 

tween the visual and verbal 

eiements suggests a parallel to 

our own debates about what 

UtIo A M ! !  0 
0 

Figure 2.5 Frame I O  

should remain 'outside' the realm of conventional notions of reading and w-iting. 

Fiume 4 (Figure 7.4. above) for instance. holds a voice 'outside' the tiarne. Later 

frames contradict the idea of a voice that csists -outside' a fnrnr b\- iilustratjng 

that frames exist everywhere and thar 'outside' exists only in a reiativr sensr. The 

h m e  shown on the foliowinç p a g  ctntitled. -f-Turne 9 d. I2.' attemprs to offer a 

compromise between the written world and the visual, but l .h~nw fi. also illus- 

tnted on the following page. irnplies that '-therc is no re~ationshi~." 
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By the end of this series, the reader is left 14th the unsenling suggestion 

that reality defines itself through a thin black framr of lançuage and through a con- 

sciousness, neither of which we, like the cloud, can ever hope objectively to un- 

derstand or assess, and both of which, again like the cloud, contain and shape what 

we are and how we are able to perceive the world. 

The second-last chapter of Love. a book oJrrmembroncev, rntit led "love 

poems," mediates the shi fi into the final chapter, "Al leçones." In "love poems. '* 

a -readinga of sentence fragments and individual letters presents itself* forcing the 

reader to utilize independent letters as 'words' to be 'read.' By the time we reach 

the last chapter, "Allegories," the words and letters present themselvrs as a self- 

referential code, "words as they are simply words . . . HAPPILY BUSY . . . N O 

T 1 N G N O T H I N G! !" (Allegories #6, # 10, and i 18). Leners, once under- 

stood in a referential sense in the earlier chapters, must now be undentood in and 

of thernselves by the time ive reach the final chapter Nichol challenges the readsr 

to abandon any particular authority that words and letters convey and to recog 

nize that any determination about language necessarilv cornes from n-ithin the sys- 

tem of language and, as such, cannot be objective. The problem for the reader. l i kc 

the problem for the cloud. 1s that, since we articulate and corne to understand Our 

existences through language. WC are restricted by the frame of language. Thc 



frame, however, is ofien invisible to us. This invisibility conmbutes to Our mis- 

taken belief in the objectivity, inevitability and the stability of what present in 

language. Like the cloud, blinded by its comic-strip frame to Our voyeunstic pres- 

ence, we too assert: " I am who am!!" We do see, however, that Nichol views his 

task as one that invites new 'readings' of letten, readings that lead us to question 

Our accepted notions of tmth, reality, meaning, and knowledge and to acknowledge 

their subjective origins. 

Allegon~ =4 continues 

to stab at our beiief in the ob- 

jectivity and stability of lan- 

guage. Aliegory =4 presents a 

three-dimensional -T' that ap- 

pears to contain its otvn world 

or, at least, a self-contained 1 

narrative potrntial. The top bar to the 'T' offers a glimpse of a comic strip frame. 

similar to those found in chapter two. The -bubble cloud' floating out frorn the 

'T' suggests thar an indiwdual esists inside the  letter, ostensiblv unanare of our 

presence. Funher discontinuities add to the difficulty to definitively interprer the 

meaning of the allegop. The 'shadow' of the 'T' is white rather ttian black and its 
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upper nght edge, unexpectedly tom. inaccurately reflects the 'T' shape. The 

black sections on the lefi side of the 'T' proper çive the appearance of depth. but 

the outer image of the 'T' in the upper lefi a m  contradicts that suggestion. There 

appears to be a paradoxically empty space between the inside and the outside of 

the 'T.' It is unclear whether any point of reference in A f f e p y  -4 can resolve 

these contradictions. The contradictions suggest that no particular -reading' cxists 

for the letter. and in this 'T' at least, multiple 'readings' and multiple realities CO- 

exist. Each reality seems oblivious to any other reality. In rffect. the contradic- 

tions in the individual letten reflect themselves in languaçe as a whole and cast 

doubt upon any self-assured assumptions about meaning. Our çlimpse into the 

world of the letter 'T,' and its unpredictable shadows, destabilizes our notions 

about -T.' If the world of 'T' is ever partly-present but also ever partly-absent to 

us, how can any determinate notions of language, and more - tmth, reality, and 

rneaning - be resolved? 

.-Mego- ::2S (Figure 2.9) offers another esample of the contradictions that 

may esist in lançuagc. Here, the capital letters O,  I l  and 1: have miscast shadows. 

The letter O has a shadow behind i t  but also a shadow that ts perpendicufar to i r .  

The tirst (expecred) shadow is black, but the second shadow i s  white and thinl), 

outlined in black. 



The capital letter D throws a 

shadow in front of îtself By 

contrast, the letter O, which 

stands beside the D,  and pre- 

sumably receives light frorn the 

sarne direction, throws its 

shadow in the opposite direc- 

tion (in fact, twice, and in two, 
Figure 2.9 Allegory $33  

difrerent directions!). To add to our uncertainty and confiion, the shadow of the 

LI actually appears in loiver case as a tipped over d. The letter E throws a pattern 

of multiple and conhadicting shadows similar to the B's, laying its shadow as an 

'F.' which would be generated in a direction inverse to the Dip. 

Through a fluctuating and disorienting play of light and shadow, depth and 

surface. the .-!/kgon! senes depicts our basic lettering system as illusory and un- 

trustworthy . The .-llk-yoql series repeatedly throws into question the system that 

the 'reader' tradirionally ernploys to create mraning. A gap always looms be- 

twem Our farniliar understanding of the lener and what, upon careful investigation. 

we might othenvise tind thsre But it is toward the gap that Nichol bectons - to a 
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place where word and world collapse and the reader can create signiticance more 

on her owvn tenns. 

It is telling that Nichol presents Akgor~rrs as a comic-stnp. The use of 

comic strip elements intrigues Nichol because he feels that the visual strip se- 

quence by-passes the syntactic requirements of language and offers. instead, a vis- 

ual code that can be more directly 'read' and understood: 

The familiar grammaticai line alters in passing through a comic-strip 

wvorld. A tension aises between two different types of syntas: 

the grammatical which has the word for basic unit and the spatial, 

pictoriai unit of the strip frame. (Prose 3, 4 1 ) 

To the ghosts found in chapter one of Love, u book of remembrunces. whose tradi- 

tional syntav lingen within a single linear frame, Nichol suggests an alternative posi- 

tion of the multiple frames of the comic stnp: 

The frame is the siçn of its own containment. . . in conventional 

wwiting the signifies refer oufivard to their signifie&. In comic 

strips what is  signitied is containrd within the strip. Wntc rhr  

word "tree" and the signified refen to a space outside the page. 

Surround the word with a speech balloon and have it spoken b'. a 

man staring at a tree, then the sibg~fied rnoves in, to brcorne interi- 

onzed as a specific dnwn trer . . . what we stress is that there is no 

such thing as "realistic" wvriting . . the frame functions both as 

svntactic unit and receptacle of content. the movement is innards 



to the referent (what is contained within the frame ) and outwards 

to the syntactic constituency (one frame alongside ot her frames ). 

( Prose 3, 44) 

Nichol presents Alkgorres this way because, as he argues, the cornic-stnp 

format holds fonh the possibility of the "existence of another world of printed. 

syntactic convention which operates outside many of the axioms of traditionai l i t -  

erature" (Prose 3,44). Nichol argues that the movement towards interpretation 

and undentanding as they operate in the comic stnp worid remains fundamrntally 

opposed to that of traditional literature. In the comic stnp, words refrr only to 

elements contained wi thin a single frame of the comic strip. A reader would not 

likely mistake a referencc to a 'tree' within a comic strip as a referencc to a trer 

outside the comic-strip. Rather, the reader achowledges and applies word els- 

ments and references as they apply exclusively wïthin the fiame 

To progress beyond a single comic-strip fnrne, however. the reader de- 

pends on a cue thar lies çxtrmal to the comic stnp element. that is the frnmr The 

frame surroundin_g each comic strip unit propets the reader sequentially through a 

comic. When the reader completes one frame. s!he progress towards the n r s t  B!. 

contrast, in non-comic-strip wvritinç, individuai words gesture ouiwards to rht. eu- 
, 

temal world. but progress linrarlv and sequentiallv by their intemal grammatical 
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According to Nichol, several implications anse from the comic strip-s di f- 

fering structural dynamic. First, the need for description is nearlv eliminated be- 

cause there is a synthesis of words and images that allows a visual understanding 

of the action: --a dark street can be depicted without the need to witr 'the street 

1s dark"' (Prose 3,45). Then, because of the insular nature of the individual 

frames that constitute the comic strip, "timc sense" can readily be distoned. 

'Meanwhile' is an ofien-employed, ambiguous amouncement of timc change. 

Nichol employs techniques that diston time sense in the cornic-strip clernents 

found in Two Aroveis (as one example). An espression like 'meanwhi le' is accept- 

able in the frarnework of a comic-strip: in traditional literature, howevrr, the reader 

expects the work to ground itself in real time. Background settinçs change from 

one comic unit to the next without announcement or the background settings are 

so ambiguous that time becomes uncertain. The two cornic strips that follow 

(Figures 2.10 and 2.1 1 ) rscerpted from Nichol's novel, .4nr&, illustrate these ideas. 
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The above comic strips, and comic strips generally, manifest other characteristics 

markedly different frorn traditional fictional te.-. Characters rarely age over time; 

Bugwood has not aged in forty years (an exception exists in the comic strip For 

Betrrr or Worse, whose characten have aged in recent years). Time sequencing 

can be rnacted through the use of frames as the reader moves from one cornic-strip 

unit to the next. Grammatical sequencing can easily be manipulateci. The h e s  

can act like a sentence, each comic unit 'adding up' to a meaning by the end of the 

strip. Frames can be nested within each other (thought 'bubbles,' for instance), 

overlaid on top of one another, set in confrontation with each other, or con- 

stnicted as individual and self-contained units that may either parallel, cornple- 

ment, or have nothing to do with each other. Finally, comic-suip collages can 

constmct a kind of metalanpage. In one frame, nurnerous individual, self- 

contained uni ts of action can CO-exist which, when ' read,' visually cornplete the 

sto-. Figure 7.1 2 ( following page), the central page of h o  .%vels, illustrates 

j ust such a metalanguage construct. 
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Figure 2 12 Two Novels 
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I 1 
Figure 2.12 Two Novels 
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Nichol and McCaffery liken the strategy illustrated in Figure 1. I Z  to the 

often nurnero%wrinen commentaries found in the margms of a medieval rnanu- 

script, placed there by many different han& over the lifetime of a work. Like the 

comic collage, these commentaries refer "out to other texts" and the book becomes 

a ''single term in the larger code of 'text' which itself becomes the externalized 

bone stmcture of the book" (Prose 3,52).  

Nichol's unusual matenals and methods to produce or disturb 'meaning' 

make us conscious of the normative readings and perceiving processes that ive en- 

gage in. By disrupting those processes, N ichol illustrates how ofien \rrr are the 

unconscious subjects of learncd operating sy stems. ' Meaning' that wr came to 

see in reading, we now recognize under Nichol's tutelage, does not nrcessarily 

originate rn us but. more often, filten rhrozrgh us. Nichol makes these systems 

apparent to the reader by disabling systernatized reading/perceiving tactics along 

lines related to what Russian Fomalists first identified to diagnose the habit of 

systematized reading and perceivinç. 

The early Russian Formalist movement detected two critical problerns. 

the tendency towards "over-automatized" responses on the part of the readtlr and 

the lack of an! recognition and understanding of the hvo distinctivt: ekmrnrs con- 

stitutinç the sihm - the sismifier and signified. Russian Formalist cntic Victor 



Shklovsky noted that --as perception becomes habituai, it becomes automatic 

our habits retreat into the area of the unconsciously automatic" and "the object" 

"fades" until -'even the essence of what it was is forgotten" ( 1 I ). Poetry. 

Shklovsky asserted, should awaken the reader to hidher over-automatized re- 

sponses and emphasize the discrepancies between the signifier and the signified: 

the function of poetry is to point out that the sign is not identical 

with its referent . . . dong with the awareness of the identity of the 

sign and the referent . . .we need the consciousness of the inads- 

quacy of this identity . . . this antinomy is essential, since without 

it the comection betwveen the sign and the object becomes automa- 

tized and the perception of reality withen away (Shklovsky . 18 1 ) 

Similarly, bp Nichol disrupts the operating system that encourages an uncon- 

scious consumption of the text when he seeks to arrest the -'obsolete way of see- 

ing langage" that results in "over-automatized'? responses ( Shklovsky. 18 1 ). 

Nichol then propels the reader towards a new way of seeing that places emphasis 

on "the single pa-e as a radically modifiable surface" (Prose, 85). invites the rrader 

into a --ssarch for significance" and towards the "unacknowled~ed prexnt through 

which twrntittth-century literature has rnoved." Shockinçly. according to Nichol. 

this present mav include insanie: "we enter the world of psychosis. of unsure 

footing . . . thar realrn where the building blocks esist and rnust be questionrd: 

where we tcetcr al ways on the brink of revelations that rernove our footing" 
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(Prose. 76). Nonetheless. Nichol invites us to engage witing ai the lcvel of the 

word and the page itself to discover for ourselves language's "moment of origtna- 

tion" (Hendenon, 1 ). The matenal elements at the 'surface' of the page ph- a 

critical role in this onçinating moment. 

Nichol utilizes one of those elements. -white space,' to esplore the possi- 

bilities of the page. As the next chapter wII show. white space acts to m a t e  Spa- 

tial and temporal sequences and to radically disrupt the time sequence of a passage 

rn a text. 



Chapter Three The function of space on 
the page and across the text 

The concept of spatial t o m  in litenture has remained conrentious since i t  

cainrd currency In a 1945 essa- by Joseph Frank entitled "Spatial Form in Modem - 
Litrrature." Fnnk's basic premise is thar some rnodernist iiterary works t including 

the literature of Eliot. Pound. Proust and Joycei ore spatial insofar as the? prefer si- 

muitaneity over sequrntiality . F n n k  founds his argument on o time:space distinction 

initially aniculatrd by G. E. Lessing in h o w o n  ( 1766 1 .  Obseniing that lirerarure and 

the piasric arts manitèsr thrmselves in ditTerem mediurns. Lessing argues that the fun- 

damental laus gowming thrir crention must also differ Lessing notes rhat the means 

of aesthrtic perception by which an an fom 1s percrived wïll be occasioneci by its 

form of expression. L irerature. he argues. !s percrivcd through language which unfolds 

itself through time. and so the form besr suited to literary expression is namtive se- 

qurncr. Sim~larly. since form in the plastic ans ts percrived simultaneously through 

space. it c m  brst realize i tscl f through a spatial expression. 
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Lessing was criticizing two an toms, pictorial pet-  and allegorical painting. 

that were popular at the time. Pictorial poetry included graphic elements in its ex- 

pression, while allegorical painting employed verbal elernents, a -mixing0 of spatial and 

temporal elements with which Lessing disagreed. Frank notes that the value of 

Lessing's work is twofo Id: Lessing recognized that "form issues spontaneousl y from 

the organization of the art work as it presents itself to perception" and that %me and 

space are the defining lirnits of literature and the plastic arts in their relation to sensu- 

ous perception" (Gyre, 8). Frank uses Lessing's distinction to illustrate how modern 

poetry's expressive thmst, manifested particularly in Imagist poetry, moves in the 

direction of spatial form. 

Ezra Pound., a leading theorist of the Imagist movement and a practitioner of 

Modem Poetry, defines an image as some thing that presents "an intellectual and 

emotional corn plex in an instant of time." Frank points out that this definition re- 

quires the --unification of disparate ideas and emotions . . . presenred spatially in an 

instant of tirne" (Gyre, 9). As a resul t, Frank wites, aesthetic form in modem poetq 

1s based on a "space-logic" within which the temporal nature of language is continu- 

ally disrupted and "the meaning-relationship is completed only by the simultaneous 

perception in space of word-groups that have no cornprehensive relation to each other 

when read consecutively in tirne*- (Gy re, 13 ). Nichol's E-rfwmc. /'o.won.v ( 1969 ) de- 
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velops a pictonal poem that relies on just such a spce-logic structure for meaning. In 

the segment presented beiow, an entire seaing readily unfolds before the reader's 

eyes, yet the -narrativey defies any linear, cumulative reading though the words, 

"sky," "lake," "tree," "bush," "road," '-me," "him," bush," "step." --house." "bnish." 

and '*field," do share certain elements which might be linearly analyzed to produce a 

certain kind of 'rneaning' : 

t akc 

bush 

road 

housc 

bnish 

bush 
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The words in the above text are ail (potentially) nouns or pro-nouns: they are al1 sin- 

gle-sy llable. The sense of the piece falls into place only when the reader resists esrr- 

cising any temporal closure on the disparate words and allows, additionally, a word- 

picture to foml. 

Iirfreme Pmrrrons reveals the story of a mknuge ù trots in vivid word-pictures 

which implement the space-logic structure described by Frank. An understanding of 

the piece can be achieved ihrough the recognition of the intemal relationships amonç 

word-groups as they operate on and across the space of the page. In a related escerpt 

from kktrerne I'osrtrons, (Figure 3.  I ), a single word "eyel- is placed alonr on one page 

facing the words --moon . . . tree . . . shh . . . (adow)" on the adjacent paee. The careful 

placement of the lone word "eye" on one page, physically separated and perhaps, 

therefore, 'watching' the activity of the second, facing page, suggests the presence of 

an unseen and (possibly) unknown voyeur. Funher rneticulous placement of the 

words --moon." -'tree." "(adow)." in their respective spaces to the right-hand side of 

the second page. suggests a scene of stillness and silence. The use of '-shh." mark of an 

expressive sound, further ernphasizes the silence and secrecy and indicates the pres- 

ence of at least two individuals. Their meeting under the moon, at night, in silence. 

suggests a romantic. if not an illicit, encounter. The physical movement of the 

reader's eye across the space of the page from "s hh," under the rrvraling l iç ht of the 
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rnoon, to --(adow)," under the concealing darkness of the tree, suggesrs the lovers' ini- 

tial encounter and subsequent movement towards privacy and secrecv in the 

shh(adow) of the tree. 

eye 

rnoon 

tree 

(adow) 

shh 

Figure 3.1 Extreme f ositions 
It is important to recognize that n w  pages are represented here. facins one anocher. 
The lone word 'eye' appears on one page facing the words. -moon.' .tree.' .(adow).' 
and 'shh.' The words are reproduced as th- appear in tbe text but it is difficult to 
recapture the visual and sensorial impact of the placement of 'eye.' alone on the 
page. In the original text t h e  'eye' gives the uncanny impression that it  is 
'watching' the 'scene' on the facing page. 
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For bp Nichol, the page is an '-active space" and " a  meaningful element in the 

compositional process." F urther, its phy sical size and shape are "si gnificant vari- 

ab les" (Narrative. 1 1 7). i3treme Positicm reflects a clear preoccupation with word 

placement. textual appearance and the use of space. The reader cannot help but take 

into account the printed appearance of the text and the dispersion of type and words 

across the white space of these two pages. The dominance of the white space. the 

minimal use of words, their careful, even spacing and placement on and across the 

page, impart a sense of stil lness and secrecy . In particular, the position of '-shh," 

separate and alone at the bottom of the page, înstilis a quiet urgency to the scene. The 

'story' the poem tells cannot therefore be -read' in the sense of a traditional narrative 

sequence unfoldîng from lefi-to-right and top-to-bottom through tirne, but instead re- 

solves itself more through the space-logic structure identified by Frank. 

In this form of expression, space becomes the primary field against which 

words define themselves. Taken to its extreme form (Frank uses the example of Mal- 

larmé's U n  < 'oup ik »&Y), such poetry forms a Ianguage of absence rather than of 

presence. According to Frank, that poetic form culminates in the --self-negation of 

language and the creation of a  hybrid pictographic poem'" (Gyre, 13). 

The follo\cing rsample from bp Nichol's Sdi Wufers illustrates Frank's point: 
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The reader of modem literat 

St dl Wuters 
bp Nichol 

:ure does not corne to comprehend these pieces solel 

through an on-going accumulation of meaning over time that elapses dunng linear nar- 

ration: instead, as Frank rernarks, the reader must "suspend the process of individual 

reference temporarily until the entire pattern of intemal references can be appre- 

hended as a [simultaneous] unity" (Gyre, 15). Defined by Frank as the prînciple of 

reflexive reference, this concept has left its impress on al1 later poetics, and most visi- 

bly. on many avant-garde wwitings. 

The work of bp Nichol offers exceptional examples of the implementation of 

reflesive reference. Ofieii. in a Nichol piece, the reader must perceive the elements of 

the work as they are juxtaposed in space. 'Meaning' must be discovered more 

through the intemal relationships of the disparate elemcnts within the piece. than 

through an unfolding in time. 
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bp Nichol's novel. ho ~Vovds, otTen another, striking example in which the 

reader must re-orient hisiher attitude towards language and embrace the principle of 

acute reflexivity in order to undentand the work. Two 1Vovel.s contains two stories, 

and For .I~SZLS Lunutick. The novel's fomiat disrupts nearlv every possibility of 

a traditional temporal reading or interpretation. Right from the outset. a reader is put 

to the test. There is no indication from the cover's plain black binding which side of 

the book is the -front' or 'back' or which way is 'up' or 'dom. ' Further, regardless 

of the 'front' the reader chooses, if the reader opens the book in a traditional. lefi-to- 

right fashion, the ' first' pages are always upside dom.  To begin reading in a tradi- 

tional left-to-right, topto-bottom fashion, the reader must open the book in an untra- 

ditional, nght-to-lefi pattern, and read right-to-left towards the middle of the book, or 

move at least to the mid-way point of the book and begin reading rither baciwards or 

forwards from there. But even the mid-way point is difticult to determine since the 

page numbering is not sequential from one end of the book to the other Once 'there.' 

the reader is forced again to discriminate among reading avenues ( from the middle. the 

reader can choose at least two reading directions: lefi-to-right or nght-to-lefi). If the 

reader chooses to determine the mid-way point by reference to the collection of pages 

that are sandwiched between the two longer texts that appear to run upside donn and 

towards each other from each end ofthe book, then yet another choice needs to be 
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made. These kinds of ploys occur repeatedly, dismpting the process of narrative se- 

quencing and the reader's customary accumulation of meaning. The reader is forccd 

to suspend a usuai temporal completion and to place certain assumptions in abeyance 

until their discrepancies can be resolved through fùnher intemal referencing. 

Once the reader reaches a mid-way point of the novel, if dhe continues her 

examination in a left-to-nght pattern, she reaiizes that the sandwiched pages constst of 

severai blank pages, six pages of numbered graphic elements mounted on 'sticky' pa- 

per, a copyright page, and one more blank page. The reader can rernain with these 

pages and attempt to detenn ine if they are a self-contained unit. If the reader arain 

continues in a lefi-to-right, -front'-to-'back' reading pattern, she discovers thar the 

story, .4nc3? begins immediately following the final blank page. The reader quickly 

recognizes that although An& can be read in a lefi-twight fashion and made 'sense' 

of. if sihe wishes to read according to ascending page numben, the reader must tum to 

the 'end' of the book and read backwards from riçht-to-lefi. 

Should the reader choose ihis reading pattern, the pages would follow rhe 

standard novrl format: the book's cover opens to the title page. the publisher 1s listed 

srparately on the next page, as is the name of the author. The page numbers then as- 

cend srquentially and the novel makes 'sense. ' The reader can then undertake a se- 

quential construction of meaning employing normative, temporal reading strategies. 
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Even that strategy cornes to min, however. when fewer than twenty lines into the 

storv, yet another story line inte jects. 

In Am& at least six different story lines continually intempt rach other with- 

out introduction or waminç. As the time-flow of the narrative is repeatedly trans- 

gressed, the reader is forced to hold multiple story elements in conceptual space while 

simultaneously examining other fragments. Linear reading strategies and methods of 

analysis cannot resolve the resulting sense of dynamic and simulîaneous action in the 

competing Stones. or find any easy principle of abeyance. The reader must retain an 

awareness of competing story lines and avoid prernature closure until the disparate 

elements reveal sorne fom of interna1 logic or consistency. 

Generally, the story fragments are separated by a space between segments: at 

other times, thestory fragments and characters merge into one story line.' Figure 3.2 

. i l> brd-Joivn oi AII- tnto sis s t o ~  I'rqgncnts includcs onl!. thc icst-kascd scgmcnLs. I i  thc 
gr~phic clcmcnrs count as an tndcpcndcnt star)., thcn ..lm& contains sa'cn ston- lincs. II '  i t  ts so con- 
sidcrcd. sincc thc gr~phic clcmcnw [ntcmpt and. rirguribly, cota-up tcsturil .seSmcn&. A 4  bccc~rncs 
nothr ng but story I'rqmcnts trom pg. 10 (the stoc's third p g c )  to pg. 32 (l3.c p a p  l'rom thc stoncs' 
'cnci'). Funhcr, ct en \\.hm thc rmdcr disrcgards rhc gnphic scgrncnt and arbitrilx numbcrs thc tcu- 
b-clsd stoncs scqucntirilly irom I - 6 in ordcr as they rippcrr in  Andv. mcrgcd skiq fragmcn~s bcpin tr) 
appcrir. Thcsc might bc countcd ris yct morc stoc lincs. Esrimplcs or mcrgcd stoq tincs crin bc ti~und 
in Figurc 3.1 : oihcr c\;mplcs incl udc thc folla~~~ing: pg. 1 1. pari. 2: Stoncs 2. 7. 4 rncrge: pg. 28. 
para. 1: Stcmcs 3.4. 5 rncrgc: pg. 34. para 3: Strxics 1 .  2. 3. 5 mcrpe; pg, 36. pin 3: Stoncs 1.  2. 
2,  4 rncrgc. Ste\.cn Scobie. i n  his discussion of Trvo !Vove/.r tn hp .Yicfio/: Wlicrf Hisio- Trac-1le.s. 
dtics no1 brcak dei\\ n An& tn this miinncr ai dl; J-ack Drivid. in his dii;cussion in Wririri.q \Vririrt,q: 
hpVit-liol ( i f  30. i n k~~.sms otr C'crrrtrcfiuri CVririn,~ concludes that thcrc arc on1 y Iï\ c s ~ o n  I'rigmcn~s In 
.Irrdv; tddIy. ncirhcr cnttc crwnis thc grïphic clcrncnts as parts d'a  scparitc stoc. but instcricf both 
a p p r  tc, crmsidcr rhc gr~phic clcrncn~ as supplcrncntq md scccindriq to thc [CU. 
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( following page), fiom Iwo Nr>vef.s, il lustrates this idea (the marginal numbers are my 

own insertion to point out where story frapents intermpt each other). 
S~or-y 5 

r I 

too much devemess the probable deaLh of a Lhird attempt two caugh dt+ 

story 3 now discarded simply 20 wrih a hïstory of everyone's head for al1 tirne pre- 
sented out of the raw unity of anti matter. 

\ 

Story 

The s k i e s  ace cdezrer rhan i've ever sccn ihem berore. Ly- 
ing in sleeping roll staring up spotted flickering Iight high above seerning to 
grow targer- Must have b n  m e t  Yaboo tells story of how long ago the 
lirst wornan saw a CQmet streaking across the sky and dcsired the tire Co put 
in hcr eyes. One of the gods heanng her request complied and her 
eyes becarne like fwo torches that burn brightest in darkncss. So it is mat  a 
womzn who is at -ce with her gods burns brighlly cach night 

beep beep. 

no- not done 
slmpfy becwse 
of over &en- 
sion of means 
speaking agah 
out of the pre- t----- 
sent il urry to 
present the past 
mowments out of 
timeandtoyw 
d r n y  the hls- I 

probable tracing of l ~ n g  organism un- 
St0r)f 5 / conditioMl surrender . able to sîmd ill" +- Stov 3 (?) 1 you bitchl" and he "but cynlhia! we're 

slapped her hard. so dose to the end 1 

Story 4 ting," Cynthia moved I/ out of l i s  r e a h  He looked ather wordIessfy but let his Mn& fall to hi. ride. J 
I - 

tory of certain 
probabfe people, 

As soori as packs transferred to camek we attempt 
passage to Korenski Mountains.. Noone has 
gone thni and refurned In last huridred y-- 
nie last man to do sa oollapsed on the steps 
of Che way- Won,  dead from exposure, ft 
doesnY Iook gwd but we hope Co make it thru 
In two weeks. Hope Mannie packed enough 
supplies We're lucky b be trying this et ais 
Cime of year. If that ass Hal had had his way it 
would've been novernber befare we even start- 
ed. Yaboo says his grzndfather once pene- 
troted part of the wzy into the mountzins 2nd 

Grap h ic 

' StoIy 5 
0 

s tory 
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The break-down of .4+ into its di fferent parts becomes more confusing 

on page ten. where successivel y ordered numben, randomly scattered on blank 

sections, begin to appear. The blank sections and the numbers in them, can disori- 

ent the reader and again. check the tirne-flow of the narrative. The numbers in the 

blank sections correspond to numben beside the graphic elements found in the 

centre section of irwo Mmis. This suggests that the corresponding graphic e le- 

ment should be pasted into .4n& where the blank sections appear. The numbers 

disappear by page thirty-two, five pages before the story's conclusionl in accor- 

dance with the number of graphic elernents, but pages thirty-three and thirty-four 

still include large, unnumbered, blank segments. As the reader searches for clues 

to the rneaning of the blank segments and their corresponding numben. the reader 

may stumble across the graphic elements in the centre of the book. If so, the 

reader may disrupt his/her reading to reexamine these elements, again disrupting 

the narrative's temporal flow. 

The "mphic elements in the centre of the book are comic-like, slightly 

crude pictures which are hand-drawvn in heavy blac k ink. Most of the graphics are 

uniformly coloured in shades of orange and pink; two are black and white. Some 

graphics incorporate word and sentence fragments notated by a 'balloon' framing 

device oRen associated with comic-strip dialogue. One page of graphic elernents, 
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rxceeding the overail size of the novel's 6"x 9" dimensions by more than four 

inches, folds over. When the reader unfolds the page, the bottom lefi corner re- 

veals these partial instructions: 

the numben beside these illustrations by the author corre- 
spond with those in ANBY - please cut them out (the 
other side of this paper is sticky, lick i t )  and place 
the illustrations carefully in place - we recommend 

Two Noveis ( 1969) 

The final words, --we recommend," are found at the very bonom of this page and 

any further recommendations are lost because the page ends. The words "use 

this," handwritten, and Iocated approximateiy one inch to the riçht of the "we rec- 

ommend" te.xt, are also partially cut off. If the reader follows these instructions, 

not only must the reader dismpt hidher intellectual drive to temporal completion, 

but physically the reader must enter into a ventable 'spatial-making' of literary 

event through the construction-by-destruction of the novel ( in  a cut-and-paste of 

the graphic elements 1. 

Curiously, if a reader actually does act to cut and paste the ~ ~ a p h i c  ele- 

ments in their marked places in i I ~ ,  some of them corne together to shape a pic- 

ture. The picture pieces. however, never quite fit each ofher. A close esamination 

reveals that the picture pieces themselves appear partiy cut off at eithzr the top, 

sides, bottom, or al1 of their four edges concurrently. Like the stop fragments. 
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then, the graphic elements are incomplete; it is always impossible to mate a 

complete picture as Figures 3.3 to 3.6. found below and on the following pages. 

illus trate. 

actions towards positive universe. WIPEOUT! WIPEOUT! 
are you still read- 

ing me? controf are you still reading me? altimeter now registers 9000 feet 
and sinking fast. 90CO feet to actual bottom. 

At the cfasslcai gultar concert 
we rnanaged to get them to play 
the end of one of their pieces 
as an encore, Rrst tirne 1 ever 
heard music for 2 guitars, 

Fever agaln Must be thk marsh 
brought ft o n  ThIs valley was unex- 
peded. Hidden by clou& most of the 
year t suspect Geysers everywhere. 
Now just marsh % steam. We must be 
In a channel between the rnountalns. 
Cost two men fast nlght. Just disap 
peared. Weather poor. August may be 
better. 

Figure 3 -3 Andy 
This is how page 14 in AI* tirst appears to the reader before encountering the centre section 
instructions to cut and paste the numbered sraphic elements into place. The nurnbers illustrated 
here, within the t'rame, as 8. 9. 10, 1 1 .  and 12, correspond to the çraphic elements found else 
where in the centre section of the book 
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Fisure 3.4 Two Novels. Centre Section i 

This page tiorn the centre section illustrates graphic elernents 8-1 1 which the reader cuts 
and pastes into place on page 14 of Am& The photocopy does not capture the bright 
purple colour of the graphics. 
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Figure 3.5 Two Novels, Centre Section la  
This pase from the centre section includes graphic element 12. which also belonp on page 14 and 
which completes the 'pinure' that graphic elernents 8-1 1 besin to create Three discrepancies appear 
when the reader cuts and pastes the parts into place: first, the graphic eIements do not 'fit' each 
other: second. graphic element 12 is inexplicably bright orange in sharp contrm to the purple of  
gaphic elements 8- 1 1.  and finally. the gaph ic  elements hide some o f  the t e s  (and. of course. al! the 
numbersl 
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actions towards positive universe. WIPEOUT! WIPEOUT! 
are you still read- 

ing me? control are you still reading me? altimeter now registers 9000 feCt 

Figure 3 6 Andy, p 14 with eut and paste graphic elements 
This is how page 14 of Andy appears when the graphic elements are pasted into place. The gaphic 
elements begin to dominate the page and draw the reader's attention away from the tenual aspects 
The question iaevitably arises as CO which is the 'correcq' tefi or, indeed. if a -correctT text exists 
or can exkt 
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As Figures 3.3 to 3.6 show, when the graphic elernents are pasted into 

place on their respective pages. some of the graphic and textual elements appear 

engaged in a stmggle to eradicate one another. at the least, they compete for 

phy sical space and dominance. At times, one element dominates: at other times 

positions of strength appear equal; in extrema, either the textual or graphic por- 

tion erases the other's presence on the page, (compare? for example. Figure 3.3 to 

Figure 3.6). If the reader completes the cut-and-paste of the graphic elements sihe 

may return to the beginning of Am@ to re-read it with the graphic elements present 

or continue through to the second half of the novel, sub-ti tled For ./e.ws I.unotick. 

This portion of the novel repeats the temporalispatial structure of An& I r  con- 

tains a fragmente& dream-like story tine that describes an obsessive and highly- 

charged emotional state of its main character The character compulsively re- 

rnacts the same scene throughout this half of the novel. As if in a dream, charac- 

ters sometimes merge or exchange positions or becorne other characters unespect- 

edly. The layout of the novel operates in the same manner as .-lm& opening from 

right-to-lefl but othenvise beginning with the story's titlr and an epigraph. Blank 

segments physically dominate the space of For ./rsirs f.unurick: tiighteen pases of 

the forty-six page novel are lefi completely blank and only a single page, page 

nineteen, is entirely filled with text (most pages are filled with less than one-third 
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text). As a result. the one page that is especially dense with words appears over- 

filled, although it would appear so under more normal circumstances too. since the 

text of page nineteen spiils beyond its bonom margin. As a result. the reader faces 

the sarne reading and interpretive dificulties here as s/he encountered in .-ln&. 

As a result, 7ivo Novels rernains inconclusive to the reader, but the second 

story fragment in Am& offers one suggestion on how to approach the book. The 

fragments of S t o y  fia suggest that a time/space traveler has become lost on 

hislher mission: "beep. beep. sonar locating objects at 1 0,000 feet and !ou? where 

are you? beep-beep" (Andy, 7). The mission may be meant to brinç the disparate 

elements of time and space together in an increasingly metalingual narrative: 

beep. beep. . . elemental differences between the years passings. 

over and out. over and out. please? decisions to do what musr be 

done, to link the two universes of matter into one incompatible 

whole. . . time as central concern as time concerns central control 

room sonar projections of infinite signals death in limited universe 

of ABC movement. travelling sphere concem head removal to total 

response unit of body speech and language in timebound type form 

possible message to undentandabhg yean hence. phase one of 

this attempt. talking actual speech recorded and bought dowvn. 

speakinç. attention please. . . you are now entering universe of anti- 

matter. negative speech from mind speakinç. . . attention now. you 

are entering uniphase of anti-verse. ( Andy, 8- 1 0) 
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The fragmented speech, the neologisms (ünderstandabling-' and 

"uniphase"), and the discontinuous story fragments make it impossible to be cer- 

tain of what is occumng. Eventually, though, repeated references to speech and 

speech loss, particularly wrinen speech. and an increasing sense of panic, brought 

on by shortened sentence structure, increasingly sentence fragmentation, and re- 

petetive staternents, suggest that a collision between communication genres is im- 

minent: 

too much clevemess the probable death of a third attempt two 

rough drafts now discarded simply . . . divorce fiom ABC trapping 

influence. freedom. freedom. repetitive death of linear emotion. . . 

free flow to follow hollowing motion of verbal wipeout. . . predi- 

cated police control of sentence structure to conceal emotion. . . 

moving into union of maner moving into mattering union. ultimate 

destruction of death speech forms. visionary spheroid thot to 

dominate in globe construct mode1 of workinç mind. (Andy. 8- 10) 

A tenuous relationship begms to develop between the comic stnp elements 

and the story fragment. Both appear preoccupied with escaping the -'ABC 

trapping influence." The balloon speech in the comic strip elements of A d '  is 

fragrnented. difficult to correlate with the graphics in which it is found. cut-off and 

unreadable. or near-gtbberish: "ALKABETH TALMM.! !" ( Twn Nr>vels, centre 

graphic elements). Each of the three 'readable' word fragments foregound word- 
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ing aspects of witten language that are ofien overlooked. The first hgment in the 

Am& comic-strip states: "to become obsessed with space! !*' (Gruph/c 22): the 

second hgrnen: states: -'Ultimately (1 suppose) one becomes totally fmstrated 

with al1 this speaking?!!" (Graphrc 21): and, as part of two facing pages which are 

othenvise empty, the third fragment states: "Space! ! or the retum from space to 

the narrative thru the use of device . . . . '* (Gruphrc 24). The juxtaposition of tex- 

tua1 elements to the comic-stip images reflects the extreme positions of the time- 

space continuum: language as it is revealed in the unfolding of narntn e sequence 

and image as it is revealed in an instant of time in space. Even as they present a 

spec tm  of communicative measures, however, the ill-fitting graphics and frag- 

mented story elements suggest that a final 'rneaning' is impossible and hught  

~ ÿ i t h  gaps in understanding. 

The inability to reach any solid conclusions about Two N ~ ~ v c l s  is further 

undencored by the epigaph to f-Or .lrsus /.unutrck. The epigraph cornes from an 

eighteenth century poem, .fuhrlure Agno, by Christopher Smart. Sman's poem 1s 

incomplete: less than half of the original manuscnpt survives. In pan because of 

the incomplete manuscnpt of Smart's poem, in pan because of the intncate smic- 

tural layout of the Sman poem, and in pan because of the multiple obscure details 

and intellectual complexity of his poem, this piece continues to bamr Iiterary 
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critics. It remains a tantalizing but elusive poem. One critic, William Force Stead. 

describes the writings in Juhriutr .lgno as the "experirnents and probings of intel- 

lect and spirit'' that -*provide the entrée into the amazing, crowded lumber-roorn of 

Chnstopher Smart's mind at the moment when that mind was in crisis" 

( I n ~ r d u c t ~ o n ,  20 ). 

Two Novels distantly echoes Juhilutr Agno in several enticing, but ciusive. 

ways. ./uhrla~r Agno follows an antiphonal structure cornposed of For and Let 

verses. According to William Force Stead, many of the verses in .Jubi/dr 

Agm. match 1x1 refrains. The /.*or verses in Smart's poem remain difficult to 

match to their k r  refrains because so much of the manuscript has b e n  lost. Fur- 

ther, the For and elements were separately constmcted on folios, and subse- 

quently scattered throughout Smart's manuscripts. Lack of any clear relationship 

among the folios has made reconstruction labonous and. perhaps. dubious. 

h o  Novels contains comparable, apparent çaps in its pages. Startlingly , 

both .luhriu[rdgno and /:or .Jrsus 1.trncriick are missing eiçhteen pages. but the 

parallel remains frustratingly imperfect since !*.or .Jr.vlt.s I.unafick also contains 

large blank segments on paniaily printed pages. ./uhriureilgno contains obscure 

and seemingly fantastical references in subject matter that took William Force 

Stead years to uncover as litîle known, but accepted. 'facts' of the prriod. As 
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Stead has shown. ' real ' li fe and fiction frequently intenpeae throughout .Jzhrlure 

Agm). ïuw i'Vove1.v follows a similar pattern of intermingling the mundane and the 

fantastical. For one thing, both works mention a cat: Nichol's tictional bob de cat 

in Two ~Vovels and Smart 3 real-life cat in ./ut>riuw Agno. Furt her, ./uhrluîe ,-fgno, 

continually, but inconclusively, reaches for meaning. Two Novels, Nichol informs 

us, also plays with the reader's instinctive drive to find 'meaning': 

By simple repetition of key phrases the tme meaning has b e n  ob- 

scured in an attempt to get at other possible layers. Having passed 

thru the door into his particular sea space tirne fom we are lefi 

tvith no alternative but continuation of search for meaningful uner- 

ance beyond abc trapping influences. (An* 3 1 ) 

Like .Jubtlure .4po.  YI Novds remains steadfastly inconclusive. yet al- 

luring. The reader cannot help but retum to it and attempt to resolve its puzzles. 

Yet. the reader's search for conclusive meaning in h o  NoveLv will be continually 

fmtrated because, as with .Juhrl~e.4pno, what the reader has io read and explore 

( in  h'ove1.v) is only a fragment of what once rxisted. The physical gap of the 

missinç pages is so great that the reader cannot satisfactorily span it. 

7ic.o i l i ) v ~ ~ l s .  thrn. shows a preoccupation with the textual appearance of 

the page as space shapes it. Nicliol talies extreme care in his arrangement, group- 

ing, and assembling of materials. arguing that "in poetry you creatc a temtoriali~ 
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by rneans of a spatial syntaf (Book-machine. 92-3). His purpose, at least in 

pan. is to shock us into a recognition of the conditioning that accornpanies our ha- 

bitual reading and analysis of texts. Nichol employs the anangement and Iayout 

of the pnnt to underscore and undermine the reader's typical reconstruction of the 

visual uni- of print as it is normally perceived against a field of white space. 

This disruption is sometimes related to the experience of time: 

the message of typographie space is absense 

( loss 

of speed &/or memory trace). 

to print a word 

t h u  s i 

has the etTect of slowing down reading, of drawing out the moment of intake, 

the 

spac i ng 

of 

words 
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imp l i e  s 

a R 
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actual 

gaps in 

mem 
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rY 

( Book-machine, 88-90) 

Paradoxically, the form of any text, the above text certainly, is possible only 

through its relationship to space. A fundamental and defining tension exists between 

the white space of the page and the words and line on the page. In common topogra- 

phy, the kind observed in most words. sa?, the white space of the page fixes the word 

and the word, especially when it is ananged with other words into a line, imposes a 

sense of order to the line and the page. When the word is dismpted, as in the above 

example, our unconscious assumptions about order, line, and spacing, become abun- 

dantly apparent. In standardized texts. the reader also assumes that the line stnic- 

tures the space of the page while the white space gives shape and receives form. Be- 

cause words generally dominate the white space and the reader's attention usually fo- 

cuses on those words, the reader commonly overlooks the shapinç role of space on 

the page of full print, until, again, space is actively exploited. Nichol seeks to awaken 

the reader to hed his assumptions regardi ng readi ng strateg ies and to demonstrate t hat 
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every assurnption the reader makes --in the end narrows the range" of his or her 

"vision" (Book-machine, 9 1 ). 

For bp Nichol, the importance of space on the page is at least equal to, if not 

greîter than, the significance of the words placed there. Utilizing space in ways that 

defamiliarize the reader to the work also engages the reader with the work, forcing 

him her to become even more actively involved in making rneaning. bp Nichol de- 

stroys the usual fixîty of words, lines, and the traditional layout of words on a page 

so that they can be newly and more richly received by the reader and provote in 

hirn/her an active response rather than a passive reception of the text. Nichol cornes 

close to discarding old lirnits, particularly those established by prescribed definition 

and usage, in preference for interactive play. Although the loss of fixity and tradi- 

tional te?<tual values may create a certain anxiety on the part of the reader. it also in- 

vites readerly participation in the act of poetic creation. It is a poetics designed not to 

move the reader to an extemal world beyond the page: rather, Nichol's work holds the 

reader purposively on the page at the level of the word in a sûuggle to communicate 

and to share with the reader the experience of the creative act. 
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Chapter Four Graphic inserts, layout, 
and the physical construction of texts in 
the workof bp Nichol 

Dougias Barbour 
hp :LIchrd: rn rnernoriarn 

bp Nichol's explorations include his fascination with the --degee to which 

changes in an? aspect of that machine" (the book) "hinders access" to narrative. Fur- 

ther, he observes, --it is surprisingly easy" to introduce changes to the structure of a 

book that subven its original function: --sukitle a book. 'volume 7- and the front 

cover becomes transparent and the back cover resonates with arnbiguity" (Unit, 42). 

Nichol plays on the reader's shock and surprise when the interna1 layout of the 

"book-machine," its external physical construction, and the reader's preconceived 

conceptions of a 'book.' collide. Nichol believes that pan of the resistant response to 

his work results from the reader '-simply running up against his or her own condi- 

tioned responses" (Book-machine, 9 1 ). For Nichol? changes in the construction of the 

book's internai narrative structure (sentence order and tvord order), and in the con- 

struction of the book's estemal physical casings (pages and binding material). mirror 

changes in twentieth-century understanding of literature. 
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As Nichol observes, "writen are, in various ways, aruggling to include in their work 

those realities revealed to them emotionally and physically by the sh ih  in awareness 

brought about by scientific and psychologicai discoveries." According to Nichol, the 

book preserves an "old linear centrality" that is in the process of replacement by "a 

new ernphasis on the single page as a radically modifiable surface'. (Book-machine, 

103). Nichol believes that "books . . . speak, smell, move, surround, transfomi them- 

selves and cornplicate their initial features; the page cm metarnorphosize lino modular 

units of itself and the entire book can be disbound" (Portico, 67-8). According to 

Nichol, the book is "always potentially a field of dynamic relationships" (Unit, 42) 

where, as Frank Davey observes (of Nichol's te-), 'The reader's tuming of each page 

is potentially a significant event" (Here, 10). 

bp Nichol's own improvisations begin in his earliest publications within the 

tradition of concrete poetry. Concrete poetry, which anempts to appreciate language 

for its tangible, material nature rather than its referential function, offered Nichol an 

approach that abandons conventional concepts of language as a tool to convey mean- 

ing and wvhich, instead, regards language as intrinsically meaningful. Frequently, con- 

crete poetiy discards syniax and its structural means of articulating the relationship 

between the various parts of a poem. The reader is then often free to enter the text 

and discover or create meaning more on her own ternis. For Nichol, concretism of- 

fered an avenue of expression that freed him From the inhibitions of language. In addi- 

tion, concrete poetry at times employed other resources - sight, sound, touch - to 

(sometimes) mate meaning. We can see this in one publication by bp Nichol (co- 
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authored with Daiid Aylward) which makes a 'statement' about urban pollution by 

using so much srnudg ink in its production that the reader cannot handle the piece 

without geiting hislher hands di-. 

The effect of the ink, dirty ing the reader's fingen, suggests at les t  a few par- 

allels to the state of mind of a reader upon entering the te.a and the result of the cn- 

gagement - both to the text and the reader. A reader m u t  'get her (intellectual) hands 

dirty'; that is. she must engage the text in order to corne to any understanding of it; or, 

she bnngs her own intellectual 'contaminations' to the work and so both she and the 

text are mutually -srnudged.' A certain religious eiement suggests itself. too. in that 

many religions smudge their memben during important religious cerernonies. In any 

case, Nichol suggests that it is impossible to enter into a text without some kind of 

impression 'smearing' both the text and the interlocutor of the text. Further to this 

kind of -physical' esperirnentation, the explorations of many concrete èxperimcntal- 

ists, including Nichol, have spilled beyond the page into other mediums, involvinç 

aural and visual productions. in efforts to break free of percrived limitations of pnnt. 

Within the confines of the page, however, Nichol's work offers an exciting and 

dynamic invitation to the reader to discover for herself the rules of the poem ( if  they 

cxist) from the form that is given. As an ewmple. Nichol's early 'Cycle' senes util- 

izes cenain structural principles to create the fom for the poerns as they evolw- 
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Rig id permutations in the structure often underscore 

the mctaning that the words contam. ( )de =11. 

" < l m  undu wlwel." (Fisure 4.1. rirht). manifests the 

rhythrnic dmm roll of a whccl and a drurn. 

In this poem, a careful vet rigid arrangement 

of the words, "drum," '-and," --a,-- and "wheel" visu- 

ally structures the rhythmic rnarch of the "wheel" 

and --drum." As each new line picks up the revolving 

Ietters of the  "wheel" and "drum," the c i r cu l a  rno- 

tion o f  the wheel is reinforced. The n g d  verti-cal and 

horizontal word placement reinforces the idea o f  the 

drum anda xheel 
arida &LUI a n b w  
heel anàa druma 
ndaw heel andad 
ruma ndaw heela 
ndad m ô  ndawh 
eela ndad m a n  
dawh eela ndadr 
uman dawh eelan 
dadr man dawhe 
elan dadr -miand 
awhe elan dadru 
mand awhe eland 
adru mand awhee 
land adru manda 
whee land adrum 
an& whee landa 
drum anda wheel 

Figure 3.1 drum anda wheeî 
drum's steady beat. The repetition of  the opening iinr, --arum anda wheel." in the 

closing line further bolsters the idea of  

circularity and rhythm in the poern. 

Another Nichol poem, 

" ( ' l z r ~ s ~ r n ~ ~  's II ~ s j d u v ,  " vis uai i y en- 

acts the drop of dothes  into a washer 

and the gradua[, rhythmic chumuig 

that m s h e s  the clothes into one. in- 

distinguishable "WASH WISH." The 

wish 
Wish 
WIsh 
WISh 
WISH 
W I S  
W I  
W 

w a s h  
w a s H  
uaSH 
wASH 
W A S K  

mi ASH 
S W  SH 

ISEMBS H 
HISEiKASH 
WASHWISH 

Figure 4.2 Christine's N'ashday 
placement of  the -'wish" and --wash7. on sither side of  an up- 
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ward-jutting " H W  suggests the position of the clothes when --Christinev fint drops 

thrm into the washer around its entrai agitator. The gradual change. from the lower- 

case lettering of the words "wish" and --wash" as they enter the washer from their 

separate sides of the agitator, to the upper-case blending of the words ro become 

"WASHWISH" at the end of the cycle, visually mimics the agadual blending of clothes 

during a wash. Nichol further captures the sense of the washer's gradual blending and 

churning action in the line-by-line permutation and incremental transformation of sin- 

gle lower-case letten on each side of the poem to entirely upper-case letters by the 

poem's end. The -'wish" 2nd &wash" begin as separare clothing items. typed entirely 

in lower-case letters. The agitator's first turn beçins to blend the items ("-W~sh'- 

"wasK1), one letter at a time, ("'Wsh" --waS HM). until they become the indecipher- 

able wet m a s  we see upon lookifig into the washer: "WASHWISH." The capitaliza- 

tion of the letters Stans from the outside of each side of the poem and works inwards. 

visually mimicking the water's rhythmic splash up and out to the sides of the rotating 

washer. 

But Nichol dnws on othçr iinguistic resources here too. The assonance and 

allitrration of both the consonant and vowrl sounds in wash and wish. especially the 

aspiration in 'sh,' further support the idea of the blending of items in the washer. 

Both of these poems carefully underscore the semantic intention of the words through 
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bot h i ntemal ( gammatical) and extemal ( visual) structuring. These poerns becorne 

quite playful: they are both highly constructivist. Other pieces strive for an m o -  

tional responsr frorn the reader. 

Some of bp Nichol's best work to combine the materialie of presentation 

with the weight of semantic meaning appears in the 1967 collection rntitled bp. bp 

inciudes .hrrneyng K- rhr rerwm (book), let ter.^ Home (an envelope of visual po- 

etry ), fimlers (a  poew recordinç), and Wdd Thing ( flip poem ). In .Jolrrnqving <Y- the 

mturns, each porm appears as either a single card or construction. One such card, 

"turnips are." is printed on turnip-coloured paper. A one-line poem. 

"pane/rainipain," appears in four s hades of blue reinforc ing the emot ional c harçe of 

the sentence and the transparency of glass and water. 

bp Nichol invites even the 'containers7 of books to become part of the activi- 

ties of the t e x  In lieu of a conventional book -cover,' hp coma in a box; so, too, do 

O f  n e :  .%me i1ruw:rng.~ and Fiom A417 Wîndow. Froni Ml LC'imfo~. further invites 

the reader on a tactile and visual experience through its exploration of the visual im- 

press of the colour blue, a striking gnphic layout, iis unusual boxrd prrsentation, and 

its use of diffrrent wrights and types of paper. 

The estrmal folder of I:rom h,& W l n d ~ w  is made from a sturdy , white card- 

board. The title of the book and the author's name are the only markings on the 
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book's -cover.' To accrss the -narrative,' the reader must entirely remove the folder. 

which, in its unusual 

construction. creates 

a sort of three- 

dimensional box. The 

lid. -hinged' on the 

left, cm be Iified to 

reveal the contents. 

The reader rnust also 

complrtely remove 

the contents ftom the 

tolder in order to ex- 

amine them. 

1 nside. the 

M O N D A Y  

Figure 4.3 From Mv Window 

reader disco\ ers a collection of ten, 6x8 car& which s/he holds in his, her hands to ex- 

amine. .A11 the cards are of a thick. heavy construction, creamy white in colour. One 

card declarcs. in capital kners, "FROM MY W INDOW." Anothsr card rrwals only 

the author's name crntred on the page: bpNICHOL. Throughout the col lrction. the 

reader also encountrrs soft, white, nearly translucent. onion-skin paper. When the 
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reader lifts this delicatesheath (the slightest breath of air lifis the paper into the air), 

another card reveals itself Here, MONDAY is typed irt capitals across the top of 

what appears to be a window, white-silled, over-looking a spectacularly blue 'sky . ' 

On the bottom of the card rests the single word, BL LJE (this word is found at the bot- 

tom of every card). Each card also reveals a day of the week from Monday through 

Sunday. On each 'day,' the blue sky, glimpsed through the window, becomes ever- 

deeper. until Sunday's view, where it once again pales. As the reader lifts one card to 

access the next, another white onion-skin paper appears, which can easily slip out and 

away from the reader's grasp. These onion-skins create an effect of a film- cunain 

over each scene which the reader must choose to -pull back' in order to access the 

view. Sometimes, when the reader quickly l i  fts a card and the onion-skin unexpect- 

edly flits up and away, the reader might, by rnetonyrnic association, recall a slight 

breeze lifting a cunain to expose a window. The -play' of the delicate onion-skin pa- 

per, the crearny white cardboard, the milk-paint blues, and the simple statement, 

"frorn my window," combine to create a sense of invitation to the reader to share a 

moment's serenity. the author's calm, pacific view from his window. (The graphic 

replication in this thesis cannot hope to capture this. ) 

The beauty and tranquillity so carefull y constructed in I-rom A 4 7  WI~ZLIOW can 

also be found in other bp Nichol poems: 
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I+om A#& M.inJow and the above poem (and two earl ier poems found in chap- 

ter three) offer themselves as independently constructed units intended as much for 

visual consumption as for literal interpretation. Nichol also creates. in their disposi- 

tion on the pase. a certain serenity and quiet joy which he invites the reader to share 

with him. The poems from Srdi Wurrrs also demand that the reader play a semantic 

role, as the gaps in the words that constnict the poem, almost involuntady. cal1 to the 

reader to fi l1  them in. The collection from Sidi Wurrrs also offers early examples 

where individ~ial word constmcts become icons for meaning. Nichol perfects this 

technique in I{-rrreme l'c~sirrcms. 

bp Nichol 's novrl, Er~reme Posrrrons, uses words as icons scattered across the 

page to create various scenes of a ston. The story navigates the readrr through a se- 

mantically constructed landscape (owl, moon, tree) towards a tree. lakc, and road to 

arrive at a housr and field where the reader leams a story of love and loss. The lovers' 

shared moments. recalled in later chapten of P.kn-erne Posittons, are intsrspersed with 

poiçnant. emotional commentary: "rernembered." "laughing laughing." "sad." 
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"hysterica1,'- "uncertaint~es.*~ The novel abandons nearly al1 linear syntactical con- 

struction, depending on discrete word elernents and their carefùl placement on the 

space of the page to aid the reader in discovering -meaning' in the story. Nichol's 

complelt intemal and extemal construction is also often augmented by a sense of hu- 

mour. 

Nic ho1 ' s  text, 0jhze.s: Somr Drciwrt2g.s. O tTen an example of his humour and 

cornplex texhial stnicturing. This collection cornes in an off-white carciboard box, ap- 

proximately 10"x 10," and one inch deep. The reader opens the box to discover a col- 

lection of sixteen large cards. The car& are unnumbered, so the reader can choose 

how to progress through the cards. Each card confronts the reader with a gray pen- 

ciled line, drawn fiom corner to corner on the beige card. At the bottom of the card, a 

comment appears, presurnably about the drawn line. As the reader progresses 

through the cards, Nichol's irony and humour become increasingly apparent. One 

card reads, -'L ine .! I . '- Another card reads, '-Drawing of Line -" 1 ." Still a third card 

reads, "Drawing of Drawinç of Line # 1 . Five lines are drawn in total, although it takes 

founeen cards to create them (the remainder of the cards act as comrnentary on the 

original five lines, "Drawing of. . . ," or consideration about the lines, "Line ûrawn 

As A Response To An Inner Pressure To Draw Another Line While Resisting The 
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Urge To Cal1 It Line .'Y). The reader cannot help but smile at Nichol's rrtlective re- 

marks on the purpose of his lines as dhe moves through the collection. 

Other texts cidisplay equally unusual layout and construction: lii.o Novels 

requires the reader to always enter the text backwards (or upside dom): the novel 

also requires that the reader cut out part of the text and paste it into place: -4 

Chrrsrmus Visron rn rhe I h c r  of SI. Mcholus arrives in pieces and offers a diagam 

on how to put together the enclosed cardboard elements in order to view the 

'vision. ' 

This 'book' amves in a 6"xlO" envelope which contains differently-sized 

beige cards. One such card insmicts the reader, "the vision combines & reads in 

the following sequence" (Voice); the reader cannot help but notice that, although 

two 'visions' are offered to the reader, the title claims that only one vision esists. 

T h e  examples in this chapter disturb the "old linear centnlity" and aptl y dem- 

onstrate, as Nichol proclaims, that the page can be a "radically modifiable surface" 

( Book-machine, 1 03). From .UV Window, (y/. rnes: Some Bruwings. and -4 < %FIS?- 

mus Cisron rn the I. i > l w  ($9. :V~Chokus, show that books "cornplicatt: t hri r i nit i d  fea- 

tures," the page will "metamorphosize into modular units of itself," and the  entire 

book can be "disbound" ( Book-machine, 103 ). 
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Initially, the work of bp Nichol can strike the reader's sye as child-like and 

playful, even simpiistic. For the rnost pan, his graphic elements are crudel- hand- 

drawn; he employs comic-strip elements ( which are not generally considered the 

'stuff of intellectual explorations j; and many of his texts (with the exception of 

The Murtyro lo~)  are deceptively s h o ~ .  More, there is ofien a distinctively 

hancilhome -made quality to his work that initially belies the intellectual content 

and challenge the pages contain. At the same tirne, these characteristics also make 

bp Nichol's work 'difficult' to access. The reader cannot passively absorb the 

textual content, or pass unnoticed through the material elements to an easy 

'meaning' beyond the text. 

bp Nichol has k e n  perhaps one of the most innovative and influential writers 

of his çeneration. In addition to possibly one of the most challenging long poems of 

late twentieth-century Canadian literature ( The ib fur~ro io ,~) .  he wote poems. es- 

says, novels, produced stage and radio play. rnusicals, television scripts, chi tdren's 

stories, and edited books and magazines. Even today, nearly ten years after his un- 

timely death. his work stakes out ground on the fiontiers of the new. reveaiing an es- 

perimental vision in a wide range of forms and traditions. Small wonder, then, that in 

1986 fellow nnters from Canada and around the world joined together to honour 

Nichol with a/ils~.vchrlfi that honoured his life and work. 
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Nichol sought new mrans of expression, both on the page and slsewhere, to 

refind the power and capacity that he perceived language had lost. According to 

Frank Davey, Nichol risked, and sornetimes 'leven invited condemnation by the con- 

servative critic for triviality, banality, obscurity, wordiness, formless, ness. private- 

ness" (Here, 2 14). Yet his writing remains, and continues to act upon al1 who read it. 

Still, Nichol described himself as only an --apprentice" to languaçe, and always saw 

himsel f as "discovering," "exploring," "examining" the  possibilities that lanyage con- 

tains. He gave to pe ts  and to poetry a freer rein for sensibility in his expansion of 

the materials for poetic production. He aided in a retum from seeing language as a 

transparent. unconsidered medium to one requiring careful esamination and under- 

standing. 

In this process, Nichoi's work often yields an almost unbearable beauty, se- 

renity and calm. It is always entered into with a readily recopnized scnse of a poten- 

rial for play, play both in and with the textual elements on the page, and across the 

te~q - and always with the reader who engages hirn. Yet Nichol remainçd humble 

about his esplosivç, esplorative art, hoping, at best, to present "a text in which the 

reader creatrs his oivn path-" and "creates his o\ÿn narratives, his own linkagrs" 

(Discussion. 156). He placed hirnself, if anywhere, beside his readcn: "1 place my - 

self t here. wi t h them. whoever they are, wherever t hey are, who serk to reach them- 
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selves and the other thru the poem by as many exits and entrantes as are possible" 

( 'Statement' in bp, 5 ) .  
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